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                                                                 Introduction 

 Imagine yourself without muscles and bones: a big bag of skin filled with intestines and an expressionless 

face floating on top. The framework of muscles and bones which gives our bodies their characteristic shape is also 

the mechanical system that forms the basis of our movements.  

 

In order to perform a desired movement, adequate actuation and energy supply are required. The repertoire 

of movements that we can perform is endless and includes explosive movements, like jumping, where we put as 

much energy as possible into a single movement, and cyclic movements, like running, where we repeat the same 

action over and over, using as little energy as possible during each cycle in order to sustain the movement for an 

extended period of time. When it comes to optimizing performance, the link between mechanics and energetics is 

critical. Regardless of the task, we cannot afford to waste energy if we want to attain optimal performance. The 

available energy must be channeled optimally towards the mechanical demands of the task.  

Even if the available energy is used optimally in a given task, another person might outperform us because 

of a more advantageous morphology (taller, bigger muscles, longer legs etc.). Hence, the link between energetics 

and mechanics is also closely related to the link between morphology and performance. 

The link between energetics and mechanics is often expressed in terms of mechanical efficiency. 

Mechanical efficiency is a term that is also used in engineering and can be defined as the ratio of the power 

delivered by a mechanical system to the power supplied to it. In the case of living mechanical systems, like moving 
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animals, the power supplied to the system is the metabolic power that is ultimately obtained from food metabolism. 

The mechanical power delivered by a system, animate or not, is the power that is lost to the environment (i.e. in 

overcoming friction with air or water) or appears as a change in the mechanical energy of the system (i.e. its 

potential and kinetic energy). In any mechanical system, some of the power supplied to the system is dissipated 

inside the system, so mechanical efficiency is always lower than 1. Although mechanical efficiency seems to be a 

useful concept to characterize the link between energetics and mechanics and appears to be defined unambiguously, 

its application in the study of movement is not trivial.  

In a musculoskeletal system, muscles are the actuators that convert metabolic energy into mechanical work. 

Mechanical muscle work is generated from metabolic energy by the contractile elements (CE) of muscle when CE 

delivers force while shortening. The mechanical efficiency of isolated CE is no higher than 0.25 or 0.3 (Cavagna and 

Kaneko, 1977; Poole et al., 1992; van Ingen Schenau, 1984) but can be as low as 0 or even negative, since CE not 

only uses metabolic energy to generate mechanical work, but also to generate force (when CE delivers force without 

changing length) or to dissipate energy (when CE delivers force while lengthening). Hence, there is no simple 

relationship between metabolic energy consumption and mechanical work production for CE.   

Even if CE mechanical efficiency were constant, the mechanical efficiency of the entire muscle tendon 

complex or the entire musculoskeletal system could still vary substantially. Mechanical CE work can be converted 

into heat inside the body (i.e. in eccentric contractions) or may not appear directly as ‘energy delivered by the 

system’ because it is stored temporarily as elastic energy in tendons. Likewise, 'energy delivered by the system' can 

be greater than the work done by CE, if tendons release energy that originates from work done on the system by 

external forces.  

On the level of the musculoskeletal system, mechanical efficiency is a combination of the fraction of 

metabolic energy that is converted into mechanical work (by the muscles) and the fraction of mechanical work that 

appears as energy delivered by the system. The complicated relationship between the 'power supplied to the 

system' (both in the form of chemical and mechanical power) and the power delivered by the system to the 

environment is illustrated in figure I.1. What complicates matters even more, is that not all energy delivered by the 

system might contribute to task performance, i.e. rotational kinetic energy does not contribute to jump height, 
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energy imparted on water does not contribute to the speed of the swimmer. Hence, in the light of a given task, it is 

also of interest what fraction of energy delivered by the system energy actually contributes to task performance.  

 

chemical power

heat

maintenance 
power mechanical

muscle CE 
power

mechanical power
dissipated

mechanical power
conserved

heat

mechanical power
from environment

mechanical power
to environment

‘useful’ mechanical power

system

 

Figure I.1: Power flows in (black) and out (white) of the system 

 

A groundbreaking approach in linking mechanics and energetics of movement is that of instantaneous 

power equations as introduced by van Ingen Schenau et al. (1990). Instantaneous power equations relate the power 

supplied to and the power delivered by the system in many endurance activities and capture mechanical task 

requirements as well as the complexity and physiology of the system, as depicted in figure I.1. Mechanical 

efficiency appears to be only one of many possible relationships between mechanical and energetic variables, and 
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not always the most informative one. Other energetic concepts have been introduced in the context jumping and 

running.  

In jumping, they key energetic concept is efficacy: the fraction of the mechanical energy delivered by the 

jumper which is converted into energy contributing to jump height (Bobbert and van Soest, 2001). 

In running, where the mechanical output of the system is inherently small, it makes more sense to relate 

metabolic cost to running speed instead of mechanical output. This is done in terms of economy. Running economy 

is the rate of metabolic energy consumption that is required to sustain a given running speed (or the amount of 

metabolic energy used to travel a certain distance).  

In the present thesis we investigated factors that determine efficacy and economy in jumping and running, 

focusing on energetics and mechanics on the level of the muscles. We addressed questions like: Why can one 

jumper jump higher than another? Why can one runner run more economically than another?  

In jumping, there is an unambiguous mechanical goal, namely to maximize the velocity of the center of 

mass at take-off. Efficacy must me maximized. One factor that determines efficacy is jumping technique. Another 

factor is morphology, determining body mass and the distance over which the center of mass can be accelerated. 

Technique and morphology are interrelated. For a human morphology, it has been shown that a proximo-distal 

sequence of joint extension is the optimal movement pattern for vertical jumping (Bobbert and Van Soest, 2001).  

Animals that are specialized in jumping (like the flea or the locust) are generally much smaller than 

humans. In the first chapter, it was investigated how size affects jumping efficacy. A simple model jumper is used to 

determine which fraction of the total work done by the muscles is converted into kinetic energy of the center of mass 

as a function of size. 

In the second chapter, we look at a real but non-human jumper: the bonobo. This animal can jump twice as 

high as human athletes, despite having relatively small leg muscles. We investigate how the bonobo realizes this 

performance. Based on the previous chapter, it can be concluded that it is not size that explains this huge difference 

in jumping performance, although bonobos are smaller than humans. Are bonobos better jumpers because they have 

better efficacy? Or do they deliver more work during the push-off because they manage to involve more muscle 
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groups (technique/ coordination)? Or does bonobo muscle have superior mechanical properties that allow the animal 

to generate a higher mechanical output per unit of muscle mass?  

In the third chapter, we move from jumping to running. In running, there is no obvious mechanical goal 

like in jumping. Running as fast as possible is different from running as far as possible, so what is optimal? In terms 

of energy waste, it is safe to say that a runner who uses little metabolic energy per unit of time at a given speed 

wastes less energy than a runner who uses more metabolic energy per unit of time at the same speed. From this point 

of view one would expect that good runners are very economic. In fact, there is a surprisingly large variation in 

running economy, even between elite runners. In the third chapter we investigate why there are such large 

differences in running economy between individuals. More specifically, it is investigated whether differences in 

running economy are related to differences in storage and release of elastic strain energy in tendons. 

The results of this study imply that the metabolic energy consumption during running is associated with the 

generation of mechanical muscle work. Although muscles are known to act as motors and convert metabolic energy 

into mechanical work, they have been suggested to fulfill a different function during terrestrial locomotion. During 

terrestrial locomotion energy losses to the environment are small, so little muscle work is required. It has been 

suggested that most of the metabolic energy consumed by the muscles during locomotion is not used to generate 

mechanical work but to generate force on their tendons so that mechanical energy can be 

conserved and reused. The question addressed in chapter 4 is: do muscles use metabolic energy during locomotion 

to generate mechanical work or force? 

 

This question is investigated using a simplified task that isolates stretch-shortening cycle of the triceps 

surae. It is known that in running, most energy is consumed by muscles that are active during the stance phase 

(Marsh et al., 2004; Modica and Kram, 2005), when many muscle undergo stretch-shortening cycles (Komi, 2000; 

Novacheck, 1998).  By isolating a single muscle group and modeling its mechanical behavior, estimates were 

obtained for muscle metabolic energy consumption as well as for muscle mechanical work production.  

In the epilogue, we will place the results and conclusions of the studies presented in chapters 1 through 4 in the 

context of the conceptual framework provided in figure I.1 and discuss common challenges. Finally, directions for 

future research will be provided. 
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Abstract

There are several ways to quantify jumping performance, a common definition being the height gained by the body’s centre of mass

(CM) in the airborne phase. Under this definition, jump height is determined by take-off velocity. According to the existing literature on

jumping and scaling, take-off velocity, and hence jumping performance is independent of size because the energy that differently sized

geometrically scaled jumpers can generate with their muscles is proportional to their mass. In this article it is shown, based on a simple

energy balance, that it is incorrect to presume that jump height does not depend on size. Contrary to common belief, size as such has does

have an effect on take-off velocity, putting small jumpers at a mechanical advantage, as is shown analytically. To quantify the effect of

size on take-off velocity, a generic jumper model was scaled geometrically and evaluated numerically. While a 70-kg jumper took off at

2.65m/s and raised its CM by 0.36m after take-off, a perfectly geometrically similar jumper of 0.7 g reached a take-off velocity of 3.46m/

s and raised its CM by 0.61m. The reason for the better performance of small jumpers is their higher efficacy in transforming the energy

generated by the actuators into energy due to vertical velocity of the CM. Considering the ecological and evolutionary relevance of

different definitions of jump height, size-dependent efficacy might explain why habitual jumping is especially prominent among small

animals such as insects.

r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Size; Evolution; Functional morphology; Leaping

1. Introduction

Size effects on animal movement in general, and on
jumping in particular, have been of interest since the 17th
century. Vertical jumping boils down to raising the height
of the CM against gravity, that is, increasing the potential
energy of the jumper. This requires muscle work W and, in
the ideal case, the muscle work equates the potential energy
gain:

W ¼ DEpot ¼ mgDhtot, (1)

where m is body mass, g is the acceleration due to gravity
and Dhtot is the total height gain of the body’s CM. Some of
the potential energy is gained during the push-off, while the
jumper is still in contact with the ground, and some is

gained during the airborne phase. It is widely accepted in
the literature, that ‘jump height’ should be identical in large
and small animals, given that they are geometrically similar
(Alexander, 1992, 2000; Bennet-Clark, 1977; Gabriel, 1984;
Günther, 1975; Haldane, 1928; Hill, 1950; Katz and
Gosline, 1993; McMahon and Bonner, 1983; Schmidt-
Nielsen, 1977, 1984; Thompson, 1971; Vogel, 2001).
However, terms such as ‘jump height’ or ‘jumping
performance’ are not unambiguous and this is a potential
source of confusion. At least three meaningful definitions
of jump height are possible. If jump height is defined as the
total height gained by the CM during the jump (including
the height gained during the during the push-off), then
jump height is proportional to muscle work (see Eq. (1))
and on the issue of scaling one only needs to consider how
the ability to deliver muscle work scales with size.
Secondly, jump height might be defined with respect to
the floor, such as in competition. Then, next to the scaling
of muscle work, a length dependency arises due to the
initial height above the ground, which depends on the
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length of the jumper’s legs. Thirdly, jump height can be
defined as the height gained during the airborne phase
only. In that case, jump height is related to the kinetic
energy due to the vertical velocity of the CM at the instant
of push-off, which is transformed into potential energy
during the flight phase. Under the latter definition, scaling
of jumping performance may be less straightforward,
because only part of the muscle work is used to increase
the kinetic energy of the CM at toe-off (some muscle work
goes into raising the CM during the push-off).

Whether jump height is scale independent or not
crucially depends on the definition of jump height. Let us
now evaluate the literature on the relationship between size
and jumping performance with a focus on the definition of
jump height, by means of a chronological series of selected
citations from authoritative historical and modern works.
Borelli (1608–1679), the pioneer of biomechanics wrote in
his book ‘De motu animalium’: ‘‘Two unequal bodies, if

pushed by forces proportional to the bodies, move with equal

velocity. For example, if a body is twice as big as another and

the force moving the former is twice that moving the latter,

both will travel the same distance during the same period of

time. Consequently, if the motive forces in the horse and the

dog were proportional to their body masses, if the weight and

mass of a dog is a fiftieth of those of a horse and if the motive

forces were evenly and homogeneously distributed in their

bodies, the motive forces of the dog would be a fiftieth of that

of the horse. Therefore, if the other conditions are equal (and,

indeed, the limbs and the other organs are in the same

proportion), the dog will jump as far as the horse.’’ (English
translation by P. Maquet, 1989). Borelli associates velocity
and jumping performance, which indicates that he adheres
to the third definition of jump height (height/distance
gained during the airborne phase), when concluding that
absolute jumping performance is scale independent. It
should be noted, however, that Borelli’s writing represents
pre-Newtonian mechanics.

Later, in 1917, in the first edition of his book ‘On growth
and form’, Thompson formulated scale effects on jumping
performance in terms of Newtonian mechanics: ‘‘In the

case of a leap, we have to do rather with a sudden impulse

than with a continued strain, and this impulse should be

measured in terms of the velocity imparted. The velocity is

proportional to the impulse (x), and inversely proportional to

the mass (M) moved: V ¼ x/M. But, according to what we

will speak of as ‘Borelli’s law’, the impulse (i.e. the work of

the impulse) is proportional to the volume of the muscle by

which it is produced, that is to say (in similarly constructed

animals) to the mass of the whole body; for the impulse is

proportional on the one hand on the cross-section of the

muscle, and on the other to the distance through which it

contracts. It follows from this that the velocity is constant,

whatever the size of the animal.’’ Thompson explicitly
adheres to the third definition of jump height (i.e. jumping
performance is equivalent to take-off velocity).

In his famous essay ‘On being the right size’ Haldane
(1928) wrote: ‘‘To jump a given height, if we neglect the

resistance of air, requires an expenditure of energy propor-

tional to the jumper’s weight. But if the jumping muscles

form a constant fraction of the animal’s body, the energy

developed per ounce of muscle is independent of the size,
provided it can be developed quickly enough in the small

animal.’’ Here, it is not clear which definition of jump
height is used.
Continuing the overview on the issue of scaling in

jumping in more modern literature, Hill (1950) wrote: ‘‘We

shall see later that dimensional reasoning, assuming a

constant factor of safety, then shows that similar animals

of different size should be able to run or swim at the same

linear speed and jump the same height.’’ And further on: ‘‘Its

application to animals explains why similar athletic animals

of different size should, for reasons of strength of materials

alone, be limited to the same linear speed, and therefore to

the same height of jump.’’
Bennet-Clark (1977) wrote: ‘‘The height (and range) of a

jump is determined by the initial velocity, which is in turn

determined by the kinetic energy imparted to the animal by

its muscles. This energy, E, is given by

E ¼ mv2=2; ð2Þ

where m is the animal’s mass. Combining Eqs. (1) and (2)
[Eq. (1): h ¼ v2/(2 g), authors], one finds that the height of a

jump, h, is given by

h ¼ E=mg ð3Þ

and so by the energy per unit mass produced by the muscles.

If all animals have the same proportion of muscle mass

capable of producing the same specific energy, they should all

jump to the same height.
Schmidt-Nielsen (1984) wrote: To reach the necessary

take-off speed, which theoretically should be the same as for

the large animal, the small animal must accelerate its body

much faster.
And most recently, Alexander (2000) wrote: ‘‘If insects of

different sizes are geometrically similar, they will contain

equal proportions of muscle. (y) These arguments point to

the conclusion that jumping insects of different sizes should

be geometrically similar to each other in all features that

affect jumping, should have equal take-off speed, and,

consequently, should be able to jump equal distances.’’
Without exception, these ‘modern’ authors explicitly

operationalize jump height in terms of take-off velocity,
either in equations or in words.
To summarize, these authors argue that in perfectly

geometrically similar jumpers (where both skeletal and
muscular properties obey the laws of geometric scaling)
muscle work scales at the same rate as mass, and so mass-
specific work is scale independent. While alternative
definitions of jump height are possible, jump height is
defined by these authors as the height gained during the
airborne phase, which is equivalent to take-off velocity.
The overall conclusion reached by these authors is that
take-off velocity is scale independent. In line with
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Thompson and others, this conclusion will further be
referred to as ‘Borelli’s law’.

Despite the vast acceptance of Borelli’s law, it will be
shown that there are serious shortcomings in its mathe-
matical derivation, which warrant a thorough re-evalua-
tion of scale-effect in jumping. Given that in differently
sized but geometrically similar jumpers muscle mass and
the work delivered during the push off are proportional to
body mass (that is, mass-specific work is scale indepen-
dent), the conclusion that take-off velocity or jump height
is independent of size is drawn prematurely. Not all of the
muscle work can be used to increase the kinetic energy at
the instant of take-off unless no height is gained during the
push-off and take-off velocity is attained instantaneously
(which is only possible if a jumper can exert unlimited
power). In all other cases, some energy is lost in raising the
CM during the push-off and, hence, there is not necessarily
a one-to-one relationship between the scaling of mass-
specific work and take-off velocity. With a simple jumper
model, it will be shown that the scaling of take-off velocity,
and hence jumping performance, is indeed less straightfor-
ward than has been presented until now. Ideally, a revised
theoretical framework can account for the fact that in
nature there is an apparent bias towards small jumpers, e.g.
insects (Wigglesworth, 1966).

2. An energy balance shows that Borelli’s law violates the

first law of thermodynamics

If Borelli’s law was correct, it should work for any
population of geometrically similar jumpers, including
simplified jumpers with massless legs connected to a point
mass, powered by constant knee extensor torques. When
such a jumper makes a vertical jump from a static squatted
starting position, all the work delivered during the push-off
(Wpush-off) must appear as kinetic or potential energy
gained by the point mass (m). For a given jumper this can
be expressed in the following equation:

W push�off ¼
1

2
mv2take�off þmgDhpush�off , (2)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, vtake-off is the
velocity of the point mass at the instant of take-off and
Dhpush-off is the height gained by the point mass during the
push-off. Given constant knee extensor torques, Wpush-off

can be calculated as the product of knee extensor torques
and the angle over which the knees extend, noting that
jumpers with massless legs always take off with perfectly
straight legs.

Geometrically scaling Eq. (2) for a differently sized
jumper yields

W push�off L3 ¼
1

2
mv2take�off L3 þmgDhpush�off L4, (3)

where L is the scaling factor for the linear dimensions.
Wpush-off scales with L3 because knee extensor torque, the

product of force (proportional to cross-sectional area, L2)
and moment arm (proportional to L), scales with L3 and
the angle over which the knees extend is independent of
size. The fact that Wpush-off scales with L3, as does mass, is
congruent with the statement that differently sized
jumpers deliver the same mass-specific work (work per kg
body mass). The second term on the right-hand side
(potential energy change) scales with L4, because it
contains the variables m, which scales with L3, and
Dhpush-off, which depends on leg length and thus scales
with L. The gravitational constant g scales with 1 because it
is independent of size (Wautelet, 2001). The first term
on the right-hand side (kinetic energy change) contains m,
which scales with L3, and vtake-off . If Borelli’s law was
true and vtake�off was independent of size then vtake�off

scales with 1. In that case, however, the energy balance
(Eq. (3)) cannot hold for differently sized jumpers
(different values of L). Consequently, the assumption
that take-off velocity is scale independent is incorrect if
Dhpush-off, the height gained prior to take-off, is greater than
zero. In other words, for jumpers that cannot deliver
unlimited power, Borelli’s law violates the first law of
thermodynamics. In fact, Eq. (3) can be used to derive how
vtake-off depends on the scaling factor L for the massless leg
model:

vtake�off ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

W push�off

m
� LgDhpush�off

� �s
. (4)

From Eq. (4) it is seen that take-off velocity increases when
L is reduced and decreases when L is increased. Due to
their size, smaller jumpers reach higher take-off velocities.
From Eq. (4) one can further proceed to calculate scaling
relationships for the given model for the different defini-
tions of jump height:

(a) the height gained during the airborne phase (hair):
equating the kinetic energy due to vertical velocity of
the CM at take-off with the subsequent change in
potential energy results in

Dhair ¼
W push�off

mg
� LDhpush�off . (5)

Eq. (5) shows, that hair decreases linearly with
increasing height.

(b) the absolute apex height, i.e. with respect to the ground

(hapex): adding the height of the CM at take-off (k), a
quantity that scales with L, to the height gained during
the airborne phase,

hapex ¼
W push�off

mg
� LDhpush�off þ Lk (6)

Note that k is always great than Dhpush-off, and so
hapex increases with size.

(c) the total height gained, i.e. with respect to the bottom of

the squat (Dhtot): adding the height gained prior to take-
off (Dhpush-off, which scales with L) to the height gained
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during the airborne phase.

Dhtot ¼ hair þ LDhpush�off ¼
W push�off

mg
. (7)

Evidentially, L drops out of this equation, and so htot

is size independent.

To understand why smaller jumpers reach higher take-
off velocities, consider a jumper statically holding a
squatted starting position. This jumper exerts an extension
torque at its knees, which exactly counteracts the knee-
flexion torque of the downward force of gravity. This force
is the product of mass and g and it scales with L3 in
geometrically similar jumpers, provided that g is non-zero
and scale independent. Lever arms, which determine the
rotational effect of forces, are linear dimensions and scale
with L. Hence, the muscle torque required to counteract
the torque of gravity scales with L4. Maximal muscle
torque, however, scales only with L3, because it is the
product of muscle physiological cross-sectional area
(PCSA), proportional to L2, and muscle moment arm,
proportional to L. As a consequence, when an animal is
scaled down, the torque required to counteract gravity
decreases relatively more than the maximal muscle torque.
In fact, this relationship explains why large animals
generally do not stand with their legs flexed, in contrast
to many small animals (Alexander, 1992). Flexion of the
legs, however, is a prerequisite for jumping. In dynamic
situations the role of muscle torque is two-fold: for one
part it counteracts the force of gravity and for the other
part it causes accelerations and thereby movement
(Hollerbach and Flash, 1982; Van Soest, 1992). Geometric
scaling affects both parts differently: the part that defies the
torque of gravity scales with L4, whereas the total muscle
torque scales with L3. This means that when a static
jumper, whose muscle torque exactly counteracts gravity, is
scaled down, the resulting muscle torque will be larger than
the torque required to counteract gravity and the jumper
will not remain static; its legs will begin to extend. The
smaller the jumper, the smaller is the fraction of maximal
muscle torque necessary to defy the force of gravity. Hence,
the fraction that causes movement increases with decreas-
ing size, enabling small jumpers to achieve higher take-off
velocities than large jumpers.

Note that there is an interesting relationship between size
and the acceleration due to gravity: the scaling factor L and
the acceleration due to gravity g have equivalent positions
in Eq. (4). The effects of jumping with different size and
jumping on different planets with different gravitational
accelerations are completely analogous. Take-off velocity is
equally affected by doubling L or by doubling g.
Obviously, this relationship holds for jumpers in general:
g and L are interchangeable in the potential energy term if
the body’s CM of real jumpers replaces the point mass in
the current simplified model. Movement of arbitrarily
complex body parts only complicates the kinetic energy
term. Thus, jumping on the moon, where g is about one-

sixth of the acceleration due to gravity on earth, is as easy
for humans as jumping on earth would be for a jumper that
is one-sixth the size of humans (i.e. a galago). In the limit
case, an infinitesimally small jumper on earth achieves a
jump height that a larger jumper could only achieve in the
absence of gravity. Gravity loses grip on small jumpers. In
a futuristic discussion on interplanetary Olympics, it has
been argued that equal jumpers achieve equal take-off
velocities on all planets because mass-specific work stays
the same (Stewart, 1992); it will now be clear that this claim
is congruent with Borelli’s law and thus cannot be true. As
soon as a jumper encounters a planet where the gravita-
tional torque equals the maximal muscle torque, it becomes
impossible to accelerate and build up velocity at all.

3. Numerical simulation of differently sized jumpers

To quantify the effect of size on jumping performance in
a slightly more realistic model and to assess how the
relationship between size and jumping performance con-
tributes to our understanding of real jumping animals,
numerical simulations were conducted using a more
realistic generic jumper model (Alexander, 1995) (Fig. 1),
details of which are given in the Appendix A. One hundred
perfectly isometric bipedal jumpers ranging from 7� 10�6

to 70 kg were modelled. Jumpers were actuated by constant
knee extensor torques that scaled with mass, allowing all
jumpers to produce similar amounts of mass-specific work
during the push-off. Take-off velocity was determined for
each jumper. As expected, small jumpers achieved higher
take-off velocities than large jumpers (Fig. 2). As a
quantitative example, scaling a jumper from 70 to 0.7 g
results in an increase in take-off velocity from 2.65 to
3.46m/s, which means that, after take-off, they raised their
CM by 0.36 and 0.61m, respectively. The small jumper
raised its CM 70% higher than the large one. In
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accordance with the analytical considerations for the
simpler ‘massless legs’ jumper model (Eq. (6)), the absolute
apex height reached by the 0.7-g jumper when measured
with respect to the ground is 0.49m lower than for the
70-kg jumper despite the larger displacement in the air,
because the small jumper departs from a much lower
starting position. Fig. 3 shows the amount of mass-specific
work delivered by each jumper during the push-off, as well
as how it was expended. A distinction is made between (1)
effective kinetic energy (kinetic energy due to vertical
velocity of the body’s CM), (2) ‘useless’ kinetic energy, that
is, energy that does not contribute to jump height (e.g.
rotational kinetic energy), and (3) potential energy. First of
all, it may be noted that smaller jumpers actually delivered

slightly less mass-specific work during the push-off. This is
because they took off with more flexed legs, for reasons
explained elsewhere (Bobbert and Van Soest, 2001).
Nevertheless, smaller jumpers jumped higher through the
air because, as expected, they converted a larger fraction of
the work into effective kinetic energy. Thus, smaller
jumpers achieved higher take-off velocities because of a
higher efficacy despite the reduction of mass-specific work.
The properties of dynamically contracting muscle have

been disregarded in the current model. This emulates a
situation where the jump is not powered by direct muscle
action but by energy that has previously been stored in
elastic structures at low contraction speed, a mechanism
common in insect jumpers. To investigate the size effects
this mechanism was retained in the larger model jumpers
even though it is not present in real large animals. Note
that the way along which work is delivered during the
push-off is not crucial to the comparison of otherwise
geometrically similar jumpers, as long as the amount of
mass-specific work does not change.
In reality, jumpers also have to deal with air resistance

and, due to their relatively large surface-to-volume ratio,
small jumpers suffer more from air resistance. Eventually,
the mechanical advantage of size will be counteracted by
the effect of air resistance and an optimum emerges for
size. To estimate the optimal size for jumping, air resistance
was included in the model (see Appendix A). It was found
that, for both large and small jumpers, air resistance had a
negligible effect on take-off velocity. This is mainly because
the muscle force that counteracts air resistance prior to
take-off is determined by muscle cross-sectional area,
which scales the same as surface area of the jumper: small
jumpers with relatively large surfaces also have relatively
high muscle forces. It is only after toe-off that air resistance
has a substantial scale-dependent effect. The decay in jump
height as a result of air resistance is depicted in Fig. 4 on a
semi-logarithmic scale. It only affects very small jumpers,
below a body mass of 0.36 g in the current example. Hence,
air resistance has only a minimal effect on the results
discussed previously.
Finally, let us make the transition from theory and

model to biology and real jumping animals. We started out
with three definitions of jumping performance: (1) the total
height gained from the bottom of the squat (Dhtot), which
includes the height gained while still in contact with the
ground, (2) the apex height reached with respect to the
ground (hapex), and (3) the height gained during the
airborne phase (Dhair). Out of those possible definitions,
which ones are biologically relevant? Jumping may be
beneficial to increase reaching height (and allow access to
additional food resources), where the performance criter-
ion is the absolute height reached with respect to the
ground (definition 2). Here, the height of the CM in the
starting position is an important factor, so being tall is
advantageous. But it has been shown above that it is
relatively costly in terms of muscle work for large animals
to propel themselves into the air. Hence, evolution might
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tend to abolish the need to expend energy on an airborne
phase by having the animal grow tall enough to allow them
to benefit from high food sources in a given habitat without
jumping (e.g. giraffe). Being tall with long legs is also
advantageous in obstacle clearance. With a high CM in the
standing position and the ability to pull up its legs, a tall
animal can clear high obstacles without raising its CM
during the airborne phase. The smaller the animal,
however, the more critical the ability to gain height in the
air becomes when it comes to clearing obstacles. Alter-
natively, animals could exploit the explosive nature of
jumping, i.e. in moving away quickly from predators. Here,
take-off velocity and, hence, height (or distance, if the
push-off angle is not vertical) gained in the airborne phase
(definition 3) is the crucial determinant for performance. It
has been shown that under this definition of jumping
performance, small jumpers are at an advantage. Definition
1, the total height gained from the bottom of the squat,
does not seem to carry biological relevance. Under this
definition, jump height could be increased by lowering the
starting position, but how could an animal benefit from a
low starting position? This is, however, the only definition
under which jumping performance is indeed scale-indepen-
dent (see Eq. (7)).

Even if jump height is defined in terms of take-off
velocity, in nature small jumpers do not consistently
perform better than larger ones, as would be predicted
from the assumption of geometrical similarity. In fact, they
often attain similar or lower take-off velocities (Bennet-
Clark, 1977). Because air resistance was shown to have a
negligible effect on take-off velocity, we conclude from this
that small jumpers and large jumpers cannot be regarded as
geometrically similar. More in particular, we would expect
that small jumpers require less jumping muscle mass as a
fraction of body mass to sustain a lifestyle that is
dominated by explosive jumping. This is indeed what is

found in the literature: for the galago, with a body mass of
ca. 250 g (comparable to a cat), the fraction of muscle mass
involved in jumping lies between 25% and 40% of the body
mass. For various frogs, this fraction is 11–15% and for
locusts it is only 4–6% (Aerts, 1997; Burrows and Wolf,
2002; Gabriel, 1985; Marsh and John-Adler, 1994).
To conclude, size does matter in jumping. Re-evaluating

mathematical scaling laws in the context of jumping shows
that being small is advantageous when it comes to
propelling oneself into the air. The energy delivered during
the push-off is proportional to body mass in geometrically
similar jumpers; however, this does not lead to the same
take-off velocity for differently sized jumpers, as postulated
by Borelli’s law, because small jumpers are more efficient in
converting the available energy delivered by the muscles
into vertical kinetic energy. From an evolutionary perspec-
tive, being small might be a useful adaptation that is
complemented by intricate power amplification mechan-
isms allowing jumpers to perform well, even with little
muscle work and power. A small jumper needs relatively
less muscle mass than a large jumper to achieve a certain
take-off velocity. Muscle tissue is energetically expensive
for an animal because of its high (resting) metabolism
(Alexander, 2000). If the benefits of high take-off velocity
(i.e. fast escape from predators) are combined with the
challenge to sustain as little muscle tissue as possible, being
small might be the best compromise.

Appendix A

The generic jumper model

To investigate the effect of geometric scaling on jumping
performance, a generic jumper model was used (Fig. 1)
(Alexander, 1995). This symmetric model has two segments
per leg and a trunk segment, the movement of which is
constrained to vertical translation. During push-off, this
one degree-of-freedom model is actuated by equal knee
joint torques. The masses of the trunk (m1), both thighs
(m2) and both shanks (m3) were 0.7mB, 0.2 mB and 0.1 mB,
respectively, where mB was the total body mass. The thigh
and shank were modelled as uniform rods of equal length s

and mass m2=2 and m3=2, respectively. In the static starting
position, the knee angle (2y) was set to 601.
The motion of the model when a torque T is exerted at

each knee was calculated by numerical integration of the
equation of motion as derived from the energy balance
(Alexander, 1995). With the height of the hips from the
ground (y) and their vertical velocity ( _y) as state variables,
the state derivatives can be calculated as

dy

dt
¼ _y, (A.1)

d _y

dt
¼
ð48T sec y� 6m5gs�m4 _y

2 tan y sec3yÞ
2sðm6 þm4 tan2yÞ

, (A.2)
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where y is half of the knee angle and can be calculated from
y as

y ¼ arcsin
y

2s

� �
. (A.3)

Further, g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81ms�2)
and m4, m5 and m6 are defined as

m4 ¼ m2 þm3, (A.4)

m5 ¼ 4m1 þ 3m2 þm3; (A.5)

m6 ¼ 12m1 þ 7m2 þm3. (A.6)

In the presence of air resistance, a resistive force Fair of the
form,

Fair ¼
1

2
rCDA _y2 (A.7)

was applied at the midline of the trunk, where r is the air
density of 1.2 kgm�3, CD is a dimensionless drag coefficient
of 0.5, and A is the frontal area of (0.5 s)2m2. The torque T

acting at the knees was adjusted for the torque exerted by
Fair, so in the presence of air resistance T represented the
net effect of muscle torque and air resistance.

Using a MATLAB ODE integrator (Runge–Kutta
variable step size) with event locator, the motion of the
jumper was simulated until the instant of toe-off. Toe-off
occurred when the vertical ground reaction force dropped
to zero. The vertical ground reaction force (Fg) for the
model was

Fg ¼ mBgþ
m5 €y

4
. (A.8)

The event locator accurately detected the zero-crossing
of this function, i.e. the instant of toe-off, and stopped the
integration. The velocity of the body’s CM at toe-off
specified jump height, so there was no need to continue
integration beyond that point. The velocity of body’s CM
is given by

_yCM ¼
m5 _y

4mB

(A.9)

and the relationship between jump height (h), defined as the
vertical displacement of the CM after toe-off, and _yCM at
toe-off is

h ¼
_y2

CM

2g
(A.10)

if air resistance is ignored. With air resistance (Bennet-
Clark, 1977), jump height (hair) was calculated according to

hair ¼
mB

rCDA
elog

rCDA _y2
CM

2mg
þ 1

� �
. (A.11)

Scaling the generic jumper model

The model described above had only three parameters,
mB, s and T. The following parameter values characterize a

‘human-like’ (subscript H for human) jumper (Alexander,
1995): mB ¼ mH ¼ 70 kg and s ¼ sH ¼ 0.45m. A constant
knee extensor torque T ¼ TH ¼ 200Nm at each knee was
found to yield a take-off velocity of 2.65ms�1, which
matches typical human performance. This ‘human-like’
jumper was arbitrarily chosen as the reference jumper
against which the performance of geometrically similar
jumpers could be evaluated. Parameter values for geome-
trically similar jumpers of body mass mB could be obtained
by calculating the scaling factor,

L ¼
mB

mH

� �1
3

. (A.12)

Then, according to the geometric scaling laws, s was
proportional to L:

s ¼ LsH (A.13)

and T, which depends on muscle PCSA and moment arm,
was proportional to L3:

T ¼ L3TH . (A.14)

Jumping performance has been evaluated for geometri-
cally similar jumpers ranging from 7� 10�6 to 70 kg. Joint
angles in the starting position were the same for all
jumpers.

Note added in proof: After completion of the manuscript
an oral presentation of the results of this study was given at
the XXth ISB conference. Following that presentation Dr.
Jesus Dapena brought to our attention an article by
Hoerler (1973), who wrote: ‘‘In conclusion, the main result
of this paper is that—within the model described—big
creatures, during the flight phase of jumping, cannot raise
their center of gravity as high as small ones y’’. Given the
correctness of the conclusion, Hoerler’s paper should be
acknowledged: Hoerler, E. (1973). Clumsiness and Stature.
Biomechanics III. S. Cerequiglini, A. Venerando and J.
Wartenweiler. Basel, Karger AG. 8: 147–150.
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Vertical jumping performance of bonobo
(Pan paniscus) suggests superior

muscle properties
Melanie N. Scholz1,*, Kristiaan D’Août2, Maarten F. Bobbert1

and Peter Aerts2

1Institute for Fundamental and Clinical Human Movement Sciences, Vrije Universiteit,

Van der Boechorststraat 9, 1081BTAmsterdam, The Netherlands
2Department of Biology, University of Antwerp, Universiteitsplein 1, 2610 Wilrijk, Belgium

Vertical jumping was used to assess muscle mechanical output in bonobos and comparisons were drawn to

human jumping. Jump height, defined as the vertical displacement of the body centre of mass during the

airborne phase, was determined for three bonobos of varying age and sex. All bonobos reached jump

heights above 0.7 m, which greatly exceeds typical human maximal performance (0.3–0.4 m). Jumps by

one male bonobo (34 kg) and one human male (61.5 kg) were analysed using an inverse dynamics

approach. Despite the difference in size, the mechanical output delivered by the bonobo and the human

jumper during the push-off was similar: about 450 J, with a peak power output close to 3000 W. In the

bonobo, most of the mechanical output was generated at the hips. To account for the mechanical output,

the muscles actuating the bonobo’s hips (directly and indirectly) must deliver muscle-mass-specific power

and work output of 615 W kgK1 and 92 J kgK1, respectively. This was twice the output expected on the

basis of muscle mass specific work and power in other jumping animals but seems physiologically possible.

We suggest that the difference is due to a higher specific force (force per unit of cross-sectional area)

in the bonobo.

Keywords: functional morphology; kinematics; ground reaction force; inverse dynamics; specific work

1. INTRODUCTION

Renowned researchers who have worked intensively

with living chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) or bonobos

(Pan paniscus) have stated repeatedly that these animals

are amazingly strong. Gardner & Gardner (1969) wrote,

‘Chimpanzees are also very strong animals; a full grown

specimen is likely to weigh more than 120 pounds

(55 kilograms) and is estimated to be from three to

five times as strong as a man, pound-for-pound’.

Savage-Rumbaugh et al. (1998) wrote, ‘Kanzi [a bonobo,

M.S.], as an adult, measures up to his name; he is bold and

brave; he is also large (165 pounds) and very strong—five

times stronger than a 165 pound human male in excellent

physical shape’. Jane Goodall, in an interview with Jay

Ingram on Discovery Channel Canada (broadcasted 4

September 2001), said that an adult male chimpanzee in

the wild ‘would be at least six times stronger than a normal

male’. She explained that ‘there are many examples where

you see them manipulating big branches in a way that

shows their strength’. Anecdotic accounts of the strength

of chimpanzees and bonobos are abundant. Classic studies

on in vivo isometric strength in captive chimpanzees have

been conducted by Bauman (1923, 1926) and Finch

(1943). Bauman set up a dynamometer, which was

previously used to test leg and back strength in college

students, outside the chimpanzee cage at the New York

Zoological Park. He reported that a female chimpanzee

‘Suzette’, a former circus attraction, ‘sprang to the rope

and, bracing both feet against the bars, pulled back with

both hands upon the rope, making a pull on the latter that

recorded 1260 lb upon the dial of the recording device’.

Further on, he wrote: ‘An average college student of

Suzette’s weight, 135 pounds, can pull in an approxi-

mately similar position and manner but 332 pounds, while

one out of every hundred students can thus pull

500 pounds’. The performance of a male chimpanzee

‘Boma’ reported in the same study was equally impressive.

In the experiment of Finch (1943), chimpanzee per-

formance was less phenomenal than in Bauman’s study,

but it still took a 190-lb man to beat a 107-lb chimpanzee

in a rope-pulling task.

Puzzlingly, neither bonobos nor chimpanzees seem to

be overly muscular compared with healthy, active humans,

especially from the waist down (Bauman 1926; Thorpe

et al. 1999; Payne 2001). Several hypotheses for the

superior strength of apes have been suggested, ranging

from ‘continuity and amount of exercise’ (Yerkes 1943) to

‘different leverage’ or ‘greater dovetailing of muscle cells’

(Edwards 1963). But mostly, it is conjectured that ape

muscle is intrinsically superior to human muscle (Goodall

(interview); Bauman 1926; Edwards 1963; Savage-

Rumbaugh et al. 1998). In fact, Edwards (1963) wrote,

‘To evaluate the above hypotheses, tests are being

conducted at Holloman AFB [Air Force Base, M.S.] to

compare chimpanzees and humans in a near-immobilizing

chair, testingmuscle groups individually’.This study, which

consisted of a well-controlled elbow flexion task, where
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subjects pulled on a rope and lifted a weight, was

documented as a US Air Force report (Edwards 1965):

‘The outpulling by the largest chimpanzee of a human

weight-lifter fully 2.5 times as large in body-weight seems

especially noteworthy’. Not only did the chimpanzees

show superior strength, they also showed superior

endurance: ‘near-maximal pulls of the chimpanzees were

made in much more rapid succession than those of the

humans without apparent reductions in the scores

achieved’. However, neither muscle moment arms nor

muscle physiological cross-sectional areas were measured

in this study, so it is not possible to link the force measured

externally to the force delivered by the muscles.

For several reasons it is important to establish whether

there is a difference in the intrinsic muscle properties

between humans and chimpanzees/bonobos. First, the

quest to understand the evolution of human bipedalism

has recently culminated in forward dynamic musculoske-

letal models of optimal australopithecine gait (Nagano

et al. 2005; Sellers et al. 2005). While skeletal properties of

Australopithecus can be deduced from fossil remains,

muscle properties are not known. Obviously, the muscles

are a critical feature of these models. Any knowledge about

muscle properties from other hominids can be applied to

enhance the purely human-based estimates that are

currently used in the models. Second, bonobos are

genetically closely related to us. If they were found to

possess superior muscle properties it would become an

interesting endeavour to unravel the basis of this

difference, with possible applications in medical research

on muscle disorders.

In the present study, vertical squat jumping is used to

compare in vivo skeletal muscle properties in the bonobo

and human. The bonobo is a highly endangered species,

hardly accessible to any kind of experimental intervention.

Jumping performance, however, can be quantified with

minimal disturbance of the animals’ well-being and sheds

light on the dynamic capabilities of its muscles: the work

that is generated by the muscles during the push-off

closely matches the potential energy gained relative to the

deepest crouch during the push-off. Unlike muscle force,

the work output of muscle during a single shortening

contraction depends critically on muscle volume and not

on other anatomical details such as ‘leverage’ or dove-

tailing, an advantage of using a dynamic task instead of an

isometric one. Knowledge of bonobo morphology and

musculature that has been acquired in cadaver studies

(Zihlman 1984; Payne et al. in press a) will be placed in

a functional context, and comparisons will be drawn to

human jumping.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Experimental set-up

Several bonobos, residing at the Wild Animal Park Planck-

endael (Belgium), were motivated to jump to a piece of fruit

or the spot of light projected by a laser pointer (the animals

had previously been trained to touch the light spot wherever

the caretaker pointed it). No jumping-specific training was

provided. The jumps, which were executed in the outdoor

enclosure or in the indoor night-time enclosure, were

recorded on high-speed video (100 or 250 Hz). A fully

instrumented measurement setup called the ‘catwalk’ was in

place in the outdoor enclosure. This setup contained a force

plate (AMTI BP400-1000, size: 1!0.4 m; sample frequency:

1000 Hz) mounted on a concrete base with a pedobarometric

plate (RSScan footscan plate, size: 1!0.4 m; sample

frequency: 50 Hz) on top. For jumps performed on the

measurement platform, ground reaction forces and moments

in vertical (z), lateral (x) and fore–aft ( y) direction as well as

the pressures exerted by each foot during push-off could be

recorded. Further, the setup contained an additional camera

(50 Hz) and a reference grid perpendicular to the axis of the

camera for the extraction of sagittal plane kinematics from the

video recording (figure 1). See D’Aout et al. (2001) for a

detailed description of the catwalk.

(b) Subjects

From a social group of eight bonobos, three individuals

complied with the experiment: an adult male ‘Kidogo’ (age,

3j-04

3j-15

3j-15

–0.50 –0.40 –0.30 –0.20 –0.10 0 0.34 0.74

0.6m

1.5m

time (s)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. (a), (b) Selected frames of jumps 3j-04 and 3j-15 showing the 0.5 s before toe-off (frames at 0.1-s intervals), toe-off,
apex, landing. (c) Stick figures with ground reaction force vector and COM position (!) for jump 3j-15 at the same instants in
time.
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20 years; mass, 34 kg), a subadult male ‘Vifijo’ (age, 11 years;

mass, 38 kg) and a subadult female ‘Djanoa’ (age, 10 years;

mass, unknown). Only the first subject (Kidogo) performed

jumps in the outdoor enclosure.

(c) Data processing

In the current study only jumps without run-up were

considered, because in those jumps no horizontal kinetic

energy can be transferred to raise the body centre of mass

(COM), so all energy is delivered by the muscles during the

push-off. Jump height, defined as vertical displacement of the

COM during the airborne phase (from toe-off to the highest

position), was estimated according to the flight time method

(Bosco et al. 1983) for all bonobos. Flight time was

determined from the high-speed video recordings.

In the outdoor enclosure, the ground reaction force and its

point of application were recorded for the entire push-off for

three jumps performed by one subject (Kidogo, jumps 3j-04,

3j-05 and 3j-15). For those jumps, jump height was also

calculated from vertical take-off velocity of the COM, as

obtained through time-integration of the vertical acceleration

of COM, calculated from the vertical ground reaction force.

Further, the ground reaction forces were used to calculate the

change and rate of change in COM energy during the push-

off (Henry et al. 2005). Since the sagittal plane kinematics

could be extracted from the video recordings, all three push-

offs were suitable for two-dimensional inverse dynamic

analysis. Given the ground reaction force (filtered with a

zero-lag fourth order Butterworth filter, cut-off frequency

30 Hz) and its point of application, the unknown net joint

forces, and net joint moments ultimately responsible for the

observed movement could be calculated by solving the

equations of motion for each segment starting at the feet

(e.g. Elftman 1939; Winter 1979; Aerts 1998). Power output

at each joint was obtained by multiplying joint moment with

joint angular velocity. Integration of joint power with respect

to time yielded joint work.

For the inverse dynamic analysis, the subject was

represented as a linkage of six rigid segments defined by the

coordinates of the tip of the longest toe, ankle, knee, hip,

shoulder, elbow and wrist (figure 1). The inertial properties

of the segments (table 1) were estimated by scaling the

segment parameters obtained from the cadaver dissected by

Payne (2001, unpublished work) and are comparable to the

segment parameters measured for a 33-kg chimpanzee by

Crompton et al. (1996).

The pedobarometric and video data confirmed that the

push-offs were symmetrical (asymmetries in arm movement

were ignored), so that there was no need to consider left and

right limb segments separately. In accordance with animal

park policy, no markers were placed on the subject’s body.

Instead, anatomical landmarks were located through visual

inspection, digitized manually (Didge Image Digitizing

Software for Windows, courtesy of A. J. Cullum) and fitted

with a polynomial (fourth order or higher). The reference grid

provided by the ‘catwalk’ was used for calibration. The

instant of toe-off was used for temporal synchronization of

kinematics and forces. Joint angles were calculated as the

difference between the segment angles of the proximal and

the distal segment with respect to the right horizontal.

(d) Policy on animal testing

This research adhered to the Association for the Study of

Animal Behaviour/Animal Behaviour Society Guidelines for

the Use of Animals in Research (published on the Animal

Behaviour website), the legal requirements of the country in

which the work was carried out and all institutional

guidelines.

(e) Human jumping

For comparison with the bonobos, four physically active male

human subjects (age, 26G1 years; mass, 71.6G8.1 kg;

height, 1.78G0.12 m) were asked to perform regular squat

jumps from their preferred starting position (no counter

movement, no arm swing). All subjects signed informed

consent and reported to engage in various sport activities on a

recreational level (i.e. volleyball, ice skating, climbing).

Kinematics and ground reaction forces were recorded at

200 Hz (Northern Digital Inc. OPTOTRAK 3020; KISTLER

9281b). A representative jump by the best subject was

processed analogously to the bonobo jumps. The subject’s

characteristics were: age, 27 years; mass, 61.5 kg; height,

1.68 m. Segment properties were estimated from segment

length according to Winter (1979).

3. RESULTS
Bonobo jump execution in terms of kinematics and

ground reaction forces is illustrated in figure 1. The

relevant aspects of the performance will be addressed

below.

(a) Jump height

All bonobos achieved jump heights exceeding 0.7 m. The

heights of the best squat jumps (without run-up) for each

bonobo are listed in table 2, along with the performance of

the best human subject and that of top level athletes (track

and field sprinters and jumpers) as reported in the

literature (Bosco et al. 1995; Rahmani et al. 2004).

Where possible, jump heights calculated from the vertical

ground reaction force are presented next to the jump

heights calculated by the flight-time method.

(b) Work and power output

The total work and power output as a function of time

(summed over all joints) as calculated from the inverse

dynamic analysis for the highest bonobo jump analysed

(3j-15) are shown in figure 2 together with the human

data. Peak values of summed joint work and power for all

jumps are given in tables 3 and 4. The change and rate of

change in COM energy, derived directly from the

measured ground reaction forces, are also shown in

Table 1. Inertial properties of the body segments for the
bonobo, as used in the inverse dynamic analysis.

segment
length
(m)

mass
(kg)

SCM
(%)a J (kg m2)b

feet 0.17 1.41 53.8 0.0038
shanks 0.24 2.10 49.7 0.0062
thighs 0.27 4.89 51.3 0.0161
trunk/head 0.52 20.47 50.0 0.44
upper arms 0.26 2.52 43.7 0.0070
forearms/hands 0.23 2.61 45.0 0.0067

a position of the segment centre of mass (SCM) relative to the proximal
joint centre as a percentage of segment length.
b Moment of inertia with respect to the SCM.
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figure 2 (time-course) and tables 3 and 4 (peak values).

The close match of the change and rate of change in COM

energy with the sum of joint mechanical output as

calculated by inverse dynamic analysis serves as a global

indication for the validity of the inverse dynamic analysis

because in vertical squat jumping, most of the mechanical

output delivered by the muscles at the joints goes into

(rate of ) change of COM energy (Aerts 1998).

Figure 3 shows work and power output at the ankles,

knees, hips and arms (shoulders and elbows combined) for

the bonobo jumps and the human jump, and tables 3

and 4 present the peak values.

(c) Jump execution

In figure 3 it can be seen that bonobo jumps, like the

human jump, are characterized by a proximo-distal

sequence of joint extension. The bonobo starts from an

extremely low starting position, too low to allow for a

counter movement, and raises its COM about 0.6 m prior

to toe-off. For the human jump, the rise of the COM

before toe-off was 0.4 m. Peak joint angular velocities in

the bonobo jumps were 19.8G3.2, 17.4G1.1 and 14.0G
2.7 rad sK1 for ankles, knees and hips, respectively.

Figure 1 shows original video data for jumps 3j-04 and

3j-05 as well as stick figures for jump 3j-15. Ground

reaction force is depicted as a vector in the stick figures for

jump 3j-15. In figure 4, vertical ground reaction forces for

all available bonobo jumps are shown as a time-series,

normalized to body weight for comparison with the

human data. For the bonobo jumps, vertical ground

reaction force peaks at 2.6 times body weight, for the

human jump the peak is at 2.3 times body weight.

4. DISCUSSION
This study shows that untrained bonobos of various sex

and age easily outperform even highly trained human

athletes. It is not even known for sure if the bonobos’

performance was maximal.

To explain the difference in performance between

bonobo and human, the first step is to compare the

mechanical output delivered during the push-off to

the available jumping muscle mass. Subsequently, the

amount of specific work (work delivered per kilogram

muscle) can be calculated for both species to reveal

differences in the intrinsic work-producing capabilities of

the muscle tissue. In the same way, the maximal specific

power (peak power output per kilogram muscle) can be

calculated. Note that unlike specific work, specific power

calculated in this way can be influenced by elastic energy

storage. With the species currently under study (bonobo,

human), however, amplification of power output through

elastic energy storage is expected to play a minor role, so

that most power is likely to be delivered directly by the

muscle fibres. There are no indications for power-

amplifying mechanisms as found in specialized jumpers;

this coincides with the fact that elastic tendinous or

aponeurotic structures are not very conspicuous (e.g. the

bonobo barely has an Achilles’ tendon; Payne 2001).

Surprisingly, the mechanical output delivered during

the push-off, estimated by the total change and the

peak rate of change in mechanical energy of the COM

(as calculated from the ground reaction forces), was

similar in bonobo and human despite their difference in

size: about 450 J and close to 3000 W, respectively

(tables 3 and 4). Values for human squat jumping found

in this study were similar to those reported in other studies

for similar subjects in terms of body mass, height and age

(Cavagna et al. 1971; Hubley & Wells 1983).

Given that the bonobo is substantially smaller than the

human (34 versus 61.5 kg), it is expected that, in an

absolute sense, the bonobo has less jumping muscle mass

than the human. This is confirmed by anatomical studies

(Thorpe et al. 1999; Payne et al. in press a). A list of the

main hindlimb extensors and their estimated mass for the

bonobo and the human subject are given in table 5.

Muscle masses for the bonobo were taken in a dissection

of a fresh 30-year-old male bonobo who died of heart

failure and was fully active up until a week before death

(Payne et al. in press a) and scaled to the body mass of the

current subject. As far as we know, this is the only

publication that reports masses of individual bonobo

muscle groups. Muscle masses for the human subject were

obtained from Thorpe et al. (1999), presenting MRI data

for healthy human subjects. The total estimated mass of

the hindlimb extensors is 9.54 kg for the human and only

3.79 kg for the bonobo.

To account for the similar work and power output

(450 J and 3000 W, respectively), the human hindlimb

muscles must deliver 47 J kgK1 and 314 W kgK1,

respectively. For the bonobo hindlimb muscles, this is

119 J kgK1 and 792 W kgK1, respectively. Either the

bonobo can generate more than twice the work and

power per unit of muscle mass compared with the

human or the bonobo involves a considerable amount of

muscle mass other than hindlimb extensors. At first

sight, the second option seems reasonable; after all, the

bonobo might have small hindlimbs, but its forelimbs

are very well developed compared to humans (Payne

2001). For humans, it has been shown that the arm

swing can increase jump height by 21% (Harman et al.

1990). However, the inverse dynamic analysis revealed

that the mechanical output at the hips, rather than at the

arms, is the key to bonobo jumping (figure 3). In fact, it

is interesting to note that the mechanical output at the

knee was near zero in bonobo jumping. The net moment

Table 2. Jump height as defined by the rise of the COM
during the airborne phase for bonobos and humans. ( Jump
heights were calculated by the flight-time method and from
the vertical ground reaction force, where available.)

subject
jump height
(flight-time; m)

jump height
(force; m)

Djanoa 0.73
Vifijo 0.78

0.78
Kidogo 0.77

0.72
0.64 (3j-04) 0.65
0.67 (3j-15) 0.67
0.53 (3j-05) 0.54

human 0.32 0.34

top level athletes
Bosco et al. (1995) mean, 0.43;

s.d., 0.05
Rahmani et al. (2004) mean, 0.47;

s.d., 0.04
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at the knee remained close to zero, because the length of

the hindlimb segments is such that the ground reaction

force vector passed close to the knee during the entire

push-off (figure 1) and, hence, work output at the knee

is negligible. The bonobo had to coordinate its push-off

in this way because a large knee extension moment

would result in an undesirable backward acceleration

(Bobbert & Van Zandwijk 1999). It is highly unlikely,

however, that the bonobo did not use its knee extensors.

The quadriceps is the bonobo’s largest hindlimb muscle

and well suited to produce work and power. Presumably,

the mechanical output of the quadriceps was transferred

to the hip by the biarticular hamstrings, which, when

coordinated appropriately, are the only muscles that can

counteract the quadriceps knee extension moment

without dissipating energy in a lengthening contraction.

Interestingly, in human jumping, there is no evidence for

transfer of mechanical work and power from the knee to

the hip (Pandy & Zajac 1989).

To eliminate any effect of the arm swing on the

calculation of the muscle-mass-specific mechanical

output, let us focus on the mechanical output at the hips

and the muscle mass available to actuate the hip joints. At

the hip joint level, the bonobo produced ca 300 J and a

peak power output of ca 2000 W. The estimated mass of

the muscles that actuate the hip directly or indirectly via

biarticular muscles (gluteals, hamstrings, adductors and

quadriceps, see table 5) is 3.25 kg. This yields a specific

work of 92 W kgK1 and a specific power of 615 W kgK1,

which is still twice as much as human specific work and

power output.

Before putting these results in context with other

literature on muscle mechanics and jumping animals,

some possible explanations for the above findings are

discussed:

(i) Mechanical output at the hip joint is overestimated

in the inverse dynamic analysis which uses a rigid

trunk model while, in reality, the trunk was

extending;

(ii) the bonobo’s hip and knee extensor muscle mass is

extremely underestimated for the individual in this

study;

(iii) bonobo and human have similar muscle properties

but humans can only recruit a fraction of their

muscle mass voluntarily;

(iv) the properties of bonobo muscle are different from

human muscle properties so that the same

mechanical output can be achieved with a smaller

muscle volume (i.e. higher force per cross-sectional

area or higher maximal shortening velocity in fibre

lengths per second).

These possibilities are discussed point by point:

(i) it is possible that the work and power output

calculated at the hips is overestimated due to trunk

extension: a rigid trunk was used in the inverse

dynamic analysis, while in reality the trunk was
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Figure 2. Total joint work and joint power (summed over all joints) as calculated in the inverse dynamic analysis (black) for
bonobo jump 3j-15 (solid) and a human squat jump (dashed). Change in COM energy and rate of change in COM energy as
calculated from the ground reaction force (grey) for the same jumps.

Table 3. Work ( J ) delivered during the push-off at individual
joints (left and right taken together) and summed over all
joints as well as the total change in COM energy ( J )
calculated from the ground reaction force (bracketed).

ankles knees hips

arms
(shoulders
C elbows)

summed
joint work
(change in
COM
energy)

bonobo
3j-04 42 30 293 50 414 (390)
3j-05 46 K25 270 84 377 (381)
3j-15 62 K9 341 66 460 (450)
human 95 175 194 0 464 (447)

Table 4. Maximal power output (W) during the push-off at
individual joints (left and right taken together) and summed
over all joints as well as the maximal rate of change in COM
energy (W) as calculated from the ground reaction force
(bracketed).

ankles knees hips

arms
(shoulders
C elbows)

summed joint
power (rate of
change in
COM energy)

bonobo
3j-04 890 313 2059 482 3054 (2667)
3j-05 967 0 1975 702 2679 (2480)
3j-15 1029 100 2080 457 2719 (2688)
human 974 1515 1243 0 3064 (3008)
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extending during push-off. The position of the

shoulder was used to mark the endpoint of the

trunk segment, and the movement of the shoulder

with respect to the hip that was due to trunk

extension may have led to an overestimation of hip

joint extension angle by a few degrees. In this way,

work and power delivered by the trunk extensor

muscles may have been attributed to the hip. Hip

joint moment, however, is not influenced by the

rigid trunk assumption. Also, take-off velocity of

the COM when calculated from the ground

reaction force (exerted by a real bonobo with

extending trunk) differed by no more than

0.09 m sK1 from the take-off velocity of the

COM in the rigid-segment model, which indicates

that rigidity of the segments is an adequate

assumption. Even though the mass of the trunk

extensor muscles in bonobo is not known, it is un-

likely that trunk extension unintentionally accounts

for the high mechanical output at the hips;

(ii) the bonobo in this study (body mass 34 kg) was

much smaller than the human subject (61.5 kg).

Geometric scaling alone predicts that the hindlimb

muscle mass in the bonobo is about half of the

human hindlimb muscle mass. Additionally, the

hindlimbs of bonobos (and chimpanzees) weigh

less in relation to their total body mass than do

human legs (Crompton et al. 1996). Hence, it is in

line with expectation that the bonobo has

substantially less hindlimb muscle mass than the

human subject. Unscaled data for a 37-kg a male

chimpanzee, as presented in table 5, also agree

well with the estimated bonobo muscle mass;

(iii) while the fraction of muscle mass that can be

voluntarily recruited during squat jumping is not

known, it has been reported that humans can

voluntarily activate more than 90% of their

quadriceps muscle fibres in isometric and slow

shortening contractions (Beltman et al. 2004). At

present, there is no reason to believe that the

activation level is substantially lower in other

muscles or during jumping;

(iv) since possibilities (i–iii) are unlikely to account for

the difference between the specific work and power

delivered by bonobo and human muscle, possi-

bility (iv) is the last available option: bonobo

muscle properties substantially differ from human

muscle properties.
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Figure 3. Joint work and joint power output summed over left and right limbs for the bonobo jumps (solid) and for a human
squat jump (dashed). The highest bonobo jump (3j-15) is in black; the other bonobo jumps (3j-04, 3j-05) are plotted in grey.
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Without further experiments, there are arguments in

favour and against proposition (iv).

The specific work output of 92 J kgK1 for the bonobo is

much higher than one would expect form previous studies

on jumping animals (Peplowski & Marsh 1997; Aerts

1998; Henry et al. 2005). The bonobo’s specific power of

615 W kgK1, presumably achieved by direct muscle

action, is also very high, although higher specific power

outputs have recently been measured in vitro for lizards

(Curtin et al. 2005). On the other hand, the bonobo’s

jumping performance has been established and it cannot

be attributed to forelimb muscle mass because the

problem manifests itself at the level of the hips, where

most of the mechanical output is generated. Unfortu-

nately, it is impossible to calculate the muscle force or

muscle fibre shortening velocity of individual muscles

from the available data, but there is a good basis for

speculation. Chimpanzee and bonobo morphology is

characterized by relatively long muscle fibres and relatively

short muscle moment arms (except in the adductors),

presumably an adaptation to exert force over a wide range

of motion as evidenced by their prehensile limbs (Thorpe

et al. 1999; Payne et al. in press b). Combining the short

muscle moment arms with the peak joint angular velocities

that occur during bonobo jumping, which are similar to

those of human jumping, it is speculated that muscle fibre

shortening velocities are not impressively high. To explain

the two-fold difference in specific power output with

respect to human muscle tissue, the force delivered at a

certain shortening velocity must have been very high.

Higher muscle force at a given fibre shortening velocity

can be explained by a two-fold difference in the maximal

force per cross-sectional area (specific force) or a two-fold

difference in the maximal shortening velocity (vmax, in

fibre optimum lengths per second), or a combination

both. Across species, vmax seems to be more variable than

the specific force (Medler 2002), with a tendency for

higher vmax in smaller animals. The observations by

Bauman (1923, 1926) and Edwards (1965), however,

where chimps outperformed humans in isometric tasks

(leg press, one-armed pull), clearly favours a difference in

specific force.

To summarize, this study offers strong evidence that in

an explosive task, bonobo muscle performs superiorly to

human muscle, most likely due to a higher specific force.

Whether the difference is due to higher density of

contractile material or due to differences in the contractile

machinery per se (i.e. myosin heavy chain isoform) remains

to be investigated.

We gratefully acknowledge Katleen Huyghe and the care-
takers at the animal park ‘Planckendael’ for their assistance
and cooperation during the measurements. This study was
supported by the Fund for Scientific Research-Flanders and
by the Flemish government through the Centre for Research
and Conservation (KMDA, Antwerp).
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INTRODUCTION
Running economy is defined as the amount of metabolic energy
needed to displace a unit of body mass over a certain distance or,
equivalently, the metabolic power per unit of body mass required
to run at a certain speed. At any given speed, better running economy
refers to a smaller rate of energy consumption. There are substantial
inter-individual differences in running economy. Typically,
variations in the order of 20–30% are reported, even among
international-caliber long-distance runners (di Prampero et al.,
1986; Heise and Martin, 2001; Saunders et al., 2004; Williams and
Cavanagh, 1987). Previous studies on running economy have
revealed that running economy is an important determinant of
running performance (Anderson, 1996; di Prampero et al., 1986;
Joyner, 1991; Saunders et al., 2004). Training has little or no effect
on running economy; the best results were achieved after high-
intensity interval training and resistance training and were in the
order of 5–7% improvement (Bailey and Pate, 1991; Billat et al.,
2002; Franch et al., 1998; Lake and Cavanagh, 1996; Midgley et
al., 2007). This suggests that running economy is determined by
intrinsic morphological and physiological properties.

Several hypotheses have been put forward to explain the variation
in running economy among participants. First, it has been
hypothesized that some runners are more economical because they
require less energy to swing their legs (Holden, 2004; Larsen, 2003).
However, it is very unlikely that variations in leg-swing cost can
account for 20–30% variation in running economy because the total
metabolic cost of swinging the legs is only about 20% of the
metabolic cost of running (Marsh et al., 2004; Modica and Kram,
2005). Second, it has been proposed that the rate and magnitude of
muscular force generation explain the rate of metabolic energy
consumption during running; this hypothesis is known as the ‘cost

of generating force’ hypothesis (Kram and Taylor, 1990). Although
it accounts for much of the variation in the metabolic cost of running
between different animal species, it is not able to explain inter-
individual differences in running economy for reasons explained
elsewhere (Heise and Martin, 2001). Third, it is generally accepted
that storage and reutilization of elastic energy in tendons
substantially reduces energy demands in running (Cavagna et al.,
1964). However, it is not known if and how economical runners
could store and recover more tendon elastic energy compared with
uneconomical runners. Hence, at this point, there is no conclusive
mechanical explanation for the inter-individual differences in
running economy (di Prampero et al., 1986; Kyrolainen et al., 2001;
Saunders et al., 2004; Williams and Cavanagh, 1987).

The amount of energy stored in a tendon depends on the
mechanical properties of the tendon (compliance and rest length)
and on the force that stretches the tendon. For a given kinematic
pattern, and hence kinetic pattern, tendon force is inversely related
to the moment arm of the tendon. The importance of moment arm
scaling and locomotion energetics/elastic storage and return has been
pointed out by others (Biewener, 2005; Carrier et al., 1994).
However, moment arm length has not been investigated in the
context of inter-individual variations in running economy.

The purpose of the current study was to test if and how tendon
mechanical properties and musculoskeletal geometry can account
for inter-individual differences in running economy. Since tendon
mechanics cannot be changed experimentally without disrupting the
integrity of the participant and/or the movement, we first adopted
a musculoskeletal modeling approach and addressed the following
question: what is the most effective way to enhance storage and
release of tendon energy during a given stretch–shortening cycle?
A simple musculoskeletal model undergoing stretch-shortening
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SUMMARY
Better running economy (i.e. a lower rate of energy consumption at a given speed) is correlated with superior distance running
performance. There is substantial variation in running economy, even among elite runners. This variation might be due to
variation in the storage and reutilization of elastic energy in tendons. Using a simple musculoskeletal model, it was predicted that
the amount of energy stored in a tendon during a given movement depends more critically on moment arm than on mechanical
properties of the tendon, with the amount of stored energy increasing as the moment arm gets smaller. Assuming a link between
elastic energy reutilization and overall metabolic cost of running, a smaller moment arm should therefore be associated with
superior running economy. This prediction was confirmed experimentally in a group of 15 highly trained runners. The moment
arm of the Achilles tendon was determined from standardized photographs of the ankle, using the position of anatomical
landmarks. Running economy was measured as the rate of metabolic energy consumption during level treadmill running at a
speed of 16kmh–1. A strong correlation was found between the moment arm of the Achilles tendon and running economy. Smaller
muscle moment arms correlated with lower rates of metabolic energy consumption (r2=0.75, P<0.001).
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cycles was developed to explore how the storage of energy in the
tendon depends on the mechanical properties of the tendon and the
length of the muscle moment arm. It will be shown in this paper
that for a given joint moment history the moment arm of the
muscle–tendon complex is the most important determinant for
energy storage in the tendon. Subsequently, we tested experimentally
whether a relationship exists between the moment arm of the
Achilles tendon and running economy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Model

We developed a simple model to examine if energy storage in a
tendon is more sensitive to changes in muscle moment arm or
changes in mechanical properties of the tendon. To study tendon
energetics during stretch–shortening cycles, we used a single-joint-
model with the following characteristics: (1) the movement is
restricted to cyclical flexion and extension of one joint (e.g. ankle
bouncing); (2) the joint is actuated by one muscle–tendon unit
(MTU), comprised of a contractile element (CE) in series with an
elastic element (SE) and there is no redundancy of agonists and no
co-contraction of antagonists; (3) kinematics and joint moments are
given; and (4) net joint work over one full cycle is zero.

Under these assumptions, it is evident that joint moment equals
MTU moment, and joint work equals MTU work. Changes in MTU
length are a function of both joint angular displacement and moment
arm of the MTU at the joint. During the stretch phase, work is done
on the MTU (by gravity) and the MTU, as a whole, is lengthening;
in this phase, energy can be stored in the tendon. During the
subsequent shortening phase, the MTU does work while shortening;
in this phase stored energy can be released from the tendon.

The mechanical behavior of a tendon has been described as a
quadratic spring (Rosager et al., 2002; van Ingen Schenau, 1984)
or a linear spring with a quadratic toe region (Hof, 1998). To
accommodate quadratic and/or linear spring characteristics, we
adopted a generalized model for a spring of nth order:

F = kun , (1)

where F is the magnitude of the tendon force, u is the elongation
of the tendon (the difference between actual tendon length and
tendon slack length) and k is the spring constant. The latter is
determined by the mechanical properties of the spring.

If either F or u is known for a given tendon, tendon energy (E)
can be calculated as follows:

or

and

In the current simplified situation, F can be calculated from joint
moment as:

where Mj is joint moment, and r is the moment arm of the MTU
with respect to the joint axis of rotation.
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Inserting Eqn4 into Eqn3b yields:

In biomechanics, k is commonly parametrized in terms of the
amount of stretch at maximal CE force (i.e. van Soest and Bobbert,
1993):

where Fmax is the magnitude of the maximal isometric muscle force,
lse0 is the rest length of the series elastic element and umax is the
elongation of the tendon at Fmax as a fraction of lse0.

Inserting Eqn6 into Eqn5 yields the final equation:

For a given Mj, Eqn7 indicates the following: (1) the smaller the
moment arm, the more energy is stored elastically; and (2) for any
n, the energy stored in a tendon is more sensitive to moment arm
than to mechanical properties of the tendon (lse0 and umax), as can
be seen by the magnitude of the exponents. The lower the order of
spring (n), the more pronounced this difference in sensitivity.

In summary, in a given musculoskeletal system, the amount of
tendon energy storage during a given movement increases as lse0

and umax increase and as Fmax and r decrease. Reducing r, which
results in a higher tendon force F (Eqn4), is the most effective way
to increase energy storage in the tendon.

Since joint work is assumed constant in the model, increased
reutilization of tendon energy reduces the amount of mechanical
work that the CE has to produce as well as the metabolic energy
required to generate CE work. This is expected to reduce overall
metabolic energy cost of the movement because, in terms of
metabolic cost, generating CE work (concentric contraction) is the
most expensive mode of muscle functioning (i.e. Ryschon et al.,
1997).

In humans, the most prominent tendon in the leg is the Achilles
tendon. Based on Eqn7, it was predicted that runners with smaller
moment arms of the Achilles tendon can run more economically.
To test this prediction, the relationship between running economy
and the moment arm of the Achilles tendon was determined in an
experiment conducted with a group of experienced runners.

Experiment
Participants

Fifteen highly trained, healthy, male runners gave written informed
consent to participate in this study. All participants had been training
for, and participating in, regional, national and/or international
running competitions for several years. Thirteen participants reported
their personal record (PR) for 10km, which was 33min 52s±3min
22s (mean± s.d.). Two participants reported a PR of less than 30min.
Participant characteristics are listed in Table1.

This study was performed in accordance with the guidelines of
the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the ethics
committee of the Faculty of Human Movement Sciences, VU
University Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Running economy and VO2,max

For each participant, running economy was determined as the rate
of oxygen consumption (VO2) per kg body mass when running at
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16kmh–1. After several minutes of habituation to the treadmill
(STM-55; Schiller, Baar, Switzerland) and warming-up, participants
ran at 16kmh–1 on the level for 5min. For these participants, this
was a submaximal task (see 10km race times, Table1). Steady-state
oxygen consumption was recorded during the last minute of running
using a gas analyzer (Cardiovit CS-200 Ergo-Spiro; Schiller, Baar,
Switzerland). After determining anthropometrics (see below), the
same setup was used to measure maximum rate of oxygen
consumption (VO2,max) using an incremental protocol with increasing
running speed and treadmill slope.

Moment arm of the Achilles tendon
By definition, the moment arm of the Achilles tendon is the shortest
distance from the line of action of the Achilles tendon to the center
of rotation of the ankle. The center of rotation of the ankle has
been shown to be located close to the midpoint of the line between
the tips of the medial and lateral malleoli (Lundberg et al., 1989).
To estimate the moment arm of the Achilles tendon in our
participants, we marked the malleoli and took standardized
photographs of the medial and lateral side of the foot: each
participant was seated on a chair with their left foot placed on a
reference block (see Fig.1). The lateral edge of the foot was aligned
with the reference block; this way, the lateral malleolus was in
the same sagittal plane as the edge of the reference block, which
served as a scale object. The leg was positioned so that the anterior
border of the tibia was vertical. We established the vertical position

M. N. Scholz and others

using a spirit level. The most prominent aspect of the tip of the
lateral malleolus was marked with a small dot of paint. Foot and
leg were photographed from the lateral side (SONY Cybershot
W7; Minato, Tokyo, Japan). This procedure was repeated for the
medial side of the same leg; the medial edge of the foot was aligned
with the reference block, the anterior border of the tibia was
positioned vertically, the most prominent aspect of the tip of the
medial malleolus was marked and a photograph was taken. The
horizontal distance from the marked spot to the posterior aspect
of the Achilles tendon was determined on the picture, both on the
lateral and on the medial side (Didge Image Digitizing Software
for Windows, courtesy of A. J. Cullum, Omaha, NE, USA). The
moment arm was taken to be the mean of these two distances.

We also measured body mass and height, calculated body mass
index (BMI) and determined the following anthropometric variables
on the left foot and leg of each participant: foot length (measured
from the back of the heel to the tip of the longest toe); lower leg
length (measured from the tip of the lateral malleolus to caput
fibulae); lower leg circumference (determined using a tape measure)
at various positions along the leg, including maximal lower leg
circumference; and total leg length (measured from the ground to
spina iliaca anterior superior).

A truncated cone model of the lower leg was constructed based
on the length of the lower leg and the circumferences of the lower
leg at four points along its length (Crompton et al., 1996). Assuming
a density of 1.1�103 kgm–3, we derived lower-leg volume and

Table1. Participant characteristics

Participant Age (years) Height (cm) Mass (kg) VO2,max (ml kg–1 min–1) 

1 23 184 76 61.1
2 28 184 71 53.47
3 21 171 60 66.56
4 19 165 50 48.73
5 28 185 69 69.3
6 21 178 67 62.04
7 20 169 51 NA
8 26 164 52 60.73
9 34 173 62 67.85
10 36 171 60 51.83
11 24 167 63 53.92
12 19 187 82 60.33
13 44 175 66 45.05
14 22 173 58 58.22
15 20 181 70 63.76
Mean ± s.d. 26±7.3 175±7.6 64±9.2 54.86±16.73

NA; not available (participant terminated test prematurely because of physical discomfort when running uphill). 

Fig. 1. Standardized picture of the lateral (A) and medial (B) side of the left foot, placed on, and aligned with, a reference block. The horizontal distance from
the lateral and medial malleolus to the Achilles tendon was determined (black lines). Moment arm was calculated as the mean of these two distances.
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lower-leg moment of inertia for rotation about the center of mass
in the sagittal plane from this reconstruction.

Statistics
To analyze the relationship between running economy and the
anthropometric characteristics of the foot and lower leg, we
calculated the Pearson correlation coefficients between VO2 at
16 km h–1 and all anthropometric variables. Partial correlation
(Draper and Smith, 1981) was used to test and correct for possibly
confounding anthropometric variables that covaried with moment
arm.

The relationship between moment arm and VO2 at 16kmh1 was
fitted with a non-linear model of the form y=ax–2+b, which was
derived from the theoretical relationship between tendon energy and
moment arm, assuming n=1 (Eqn7).

Inter- and intra-observer reliability for the determination of
Achilles tendon moment arm from pictures of the ankle was
assessed by comparing two measurements made by the same person
several months apart as well as two measurements made by different
people, using Pearson correlation.

RESULTS
Running economy, Achilles tendon moment arm and other
anthropometrics are listed in Table 2 for each subject. The intra-
and inter-observer reliability for the moment arm measurement
was high (r2>0.95, P<0.001). A strong correlation (P<0.001) was
found between running economy and moment arm, with moment
arm explaining 56% of the variance in running economy. The
relationship between running economy and the moment arm of
the Achilles tendon is shown in Fig. 2. The non-linear model fitted
the data slightly better than the linear one (Pearson correlation)
and accounted for 58% of the variance in running economy. r2

values and slopes for the correlations between running economy
and all other anthropometric variables are listed in Table 3.
Besides the high correlation with moment arm, there were also
significant correlations (P<0.05) between running economy and
BMI, foot length, lower-leg volume and lower-leg moment of
inertia. However, partial correlation revealed that these correlations
were no longer significant when corrected for covariance with
moment arm (Table 4). The correlation between running economy
and moment arm remained significant even when corrected for
covariance with other variables (Table 5). 

DISCUSSION
In the current study, we modeled a tendon, integrated in a
musculoskeletal system undergoing stretch–shortening cycles, and
studied its effect on energetics. It was concluded that for a given
movement, the energy that is stored in a tendon is most sensitive
to the moment arm of the tendon. The smaller the moment arm, the
more energy is stored in the tendon at given kinematics and kinetics.
Mechanical properties of the tendon also affect energy storage in
the tendon, but to a lesser degree, as can be seen in the exponents
in Eqn7.

Qualitatively, this conclusion does not depend on the order of
the spring, which has been reported to be purely quadratic or a
combination of linear and quadratic. However, the effect is
quantitatively stronger in a linear spring (n=1) than in a quadratic
spring (n=2).

Table2. Running economy and anthropometrics

VO2 (ml kg–1 min–1) Moment  Foot  Lower-leg Lower-leg Lower-leg moment  
Participant at 16km h–1 arm (cm) length (cm) length (cm) volume (l) of inertia (kg m–2)

1 51.3 5.3 25.5 38 2.7 0.0287
2 48.9 5.1 25.8 38 3.17 0.0327
3 51.1 4.7 26.5 38 2.48 0.0248
4 34.5 4.2 23.7 35 1.71 0.0168
5 42.0 4.9 26.5 38.5 2.51 0.0267
6 47.3 4.8 26 36 2.55 0.0232
7 45.4 4.4 24.3 39.5 2.11 0.0255
8 43.0 4.2 23 37 2.01 0.0206
9 55.9 5.3 27.5 42 2.32 0.0326
10 51.4 5.1 24.3 38 2.31 0.024
11 50.5 4.9 25 36 2.49 0.0245
12 48.7 5.2 27.6 39 3.12 0.0334
13 47.7 4.7 23.7 37.5 2.26 0.0231
14 51.8 5.0 27 37 2.1 0.0211
15 57.5 5.0 26.8 37 3.07 0.0322
Mean ± s.d. 48.45±5.69 4.85±0.36 25.55±1.48 37.77±1.67 2.46±0.42 0.0260±0.00501
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Fig. 2. Relationship between moment arm and oxygen consumption rate
(VO2) in ml kg–1 min–1 at 16 km h–1. Dots are individual participants, the line
is the best fit for the theoretical model y=ax–2�b, where x is moment arm in
cm and y is VO2 in ml kg–1 min–1 at 16 km h–1 (a=–628.1, b=75.65, r=0.77).
This model was derived from Eqn 7, assuming a linear spring (n=1). A very
similar fit with r=0.76 can be obtained for the model y=cx–1.5�d, which is
based on the assumption that n=2.
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An experiment was conducted to test whether there was indeed
a relationship between Achilles tendon moment arm and running
economy. Despite the fact that a low-tech method was used to
estimate the moment arm of the Achilles tendon in vivo, the values
we found for the moment arm of the Achilles tendon are of similar
magnitude to those found by Rugg et al. using magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) data (Rugg et al., 1990).

A strong relationship was found between running economy and
the moment arm of the Achilles tendon. This relationship was
expected: a small moment arm is associated with high tendon energy
storage. Any energy stored in the tendon does not have to be
generated by the CE. Reducing CE energy generation is expected
to lead to lower metabolic cost, because energy generation by CE
is metabolically the most expensive process in muscle contraction.
The total metabolic energy consumption of a muscle, however, also
depends on the amount of force that is generated (Minetti and
Alexander, 1997), and muscle force is higher if the moment arm is
smaller. Nevertheless, we found that participants with small moment
arms required less energy per kg body mass to run at the speed of
16ms–1. This indicates that inter-individual variations in running
economy were dominated by variations in the metabolic cost
associated with generating CE work not force.

Variations in moment arm explained 56% of the variation in
running economy. As in previous studies, a relationship was found

M. N. Scholz and others

between running economy and foot length (Anderson, 1996) and
between running economy and BMI or lower-leg volume/moment
of inertia (Anderson, 1996; Larsen et al., 2004). However, we
showed that these relationships were no longer significant after
correcting each variable (i.e. foot length, BMI, lower-leg volume,
lower-leg moment of inertia) for covariation with moment arm. This
means that runners with smaller moment arms tend to have lighter
and more slender limbs (Table4) but a light and slender build does
not relate to better running economy if moment arm is held constant
(Table5). Hence, the reason for better running economy is mainly
attributed to greater energy storage in the tendon and not smaller
leg-swing cost.

Unlike the model, which has a constant size and was shown to
store more elastic energy with a relatively short moment arm
(relative to all other linear dimensions), the participants in this study
were not all of the same size. This must have caused variations in
peak ankle moment, which together with muscle–tendon properties
determines maximal tendon energy storage. Hence, elastic energy
storage did not depend on moment arm length of the Achilles tendon
alone. We expect that most of the variation in peak ankle moment
can be attributed to the large differences in body mass between
participants. To correct for differences in body mass and to bring
out the empirical relationship between running economy and
moment arm of the Achilles tendon even better, we can normalize
moment arm by some linear dimension that correlates well with
body mass. Height is an obvious choice: the correlation between
height and body mass is very strong (r=0.91, P<0.001). Indeed, the
relationship between running economy and moment arm, normalized
by height, is stronger than the relationship between running economy
and absolute moment arm (r=0.81, P<0.001 vs r=0.75, P<0.001).

Although we lack sufficient information to quantify tendon
energy storage in individual runners, we would like to get an idea
regarding the magnitude of the effect that a difference in moment
arm has on metabolic energy consumption using existing
literature. To do so, we assumed that all the extra energy stored
in the tendon is useful and saves CE work and that the extra cost
of activating the triceps surae to generate tension can be ignored.
Ker et al. calculated that 35 J is stored in the Achilles tendon of
a 70 kg man when loaded with 4700 N, describing the tendon as
a linear spring (Ker et al., 1987). The stiffness (k) of this tendon
can be obtained from Eqn 3a,b. If the moment arm was 10%
smaller, force on the tendon would increase from 4700N to 5170N
and, hence, energy storage would increase from 35 J to 42.4 J
(Eqn 3), an increase of 7.4 J or 21%. Storing an additional 7.4 J
in the Achilles tendon during every landing while running at
16 km h–1, with 3 landings s–1 (Scardina et al., 1985), reduces CE
mechanical power requirement by approximately 22W. Assuming
a CE mechanical efficiency of 25% (Cavagna and Kaneko, 1977),
metabolic power would be reduced by about 88 W. Given a body
mass of 70kg and an energetic equivalent of 21kJ l–1 O2, this yields
a difference of 4.2mlkg–1 min–1 in VO2. Hence, this approximation
shows that a 10% difference in moment arm of the Achilles tendon
alone can account for a 4.2 ml kg–1 min–1 difference in VO2. This
is more than 8% for a person with a VO2 of 50 ml kg–1 min–1 at
16 km h–1. For a 10% difference in moment arm, the predicted
difference in VO2 compares reasonably well to the differences
observed in this study. Note that the moment arm length in the
group of runners who participated in the current study varied by
more than 10%, as did VO2 (Table 2).

We expect that some of the residual variation in running
economy can be accounted for by inter-individual variations in
peak joint moment, which was not measured in the current study.

Table3. Correlations between anthropometric variables and VO2 at
16kmh–1 (N=15)

Anthropometric variable r 2 Slope P-value

Mass 0.17 0.25 0.12
Height 0.09 0.22 0.29
Body mass index (BMI) 0.26 1.77 0.05*
Foot length 0.33 2.20 0.03*
Lower-leg length 0.18 1.43 0.12
Total leg length 0.14 0.47 0.17
Lower-leg volume 0.28 7.19 0.04*
Lower-leg moment of inertia 0.39 709 0.01*
Moment arm 0.56 11.91 0.00*
Lower-leg circumference 0.24 0.85 0.07

r2, explained variance (*P≤0.05). N, number of subjects.

Table4. Partial correlations between selected anthropometric
variables and VO2 at 16kmh–1, corrected for covariation with

moment arm (in parentheses) (N=15)

Anthropometric variable r2 P-value

BMI (moment arm) 0.00 0.85
Foot length (moment arm) 0.00 0.82
Lower-leg volume (moment arm) 0.00 0.98
Lower-leg moment of inertia (moment arm) 0.02 0.64

BMI, body mass index. r2, explained variance. N, number of subjects.

Table5. Partial correlations between moment arm and VO2 at
16kmh–1, corrected for covariance with selected anthropometric

variables (in parentheses) (N=15)

Anthropometric variable r2 P-value

Moment arm (BMI) 0.41 0.01*
Moment arm (foot length) 0.35 0.03*
Moment arm (lower–leg volume) 0.38 0.02*
Moment arm ( lower–leg moment of inertia) 0.29 0.05*

BMI, body mass index. r2, explained variance (*P≤0.05). N, number of
subjects.
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Runners with similar Achilles tendon moment arms might
generate different peak ankle joint moments, as reflected by the
magnitude of ground reaction forces and the point of application
of the ground reaction force with respect to the ankle. Different
peak ankle joint moments yield different amounts of tendon
energy storage and, hence, differences in running economy. For
future studies on running economy, we propose to measure not
only the moment arm of the Achilles tendon but also the peak
ankle moment so that the maximal amount of energy stored in
the tendon can be calculated and related directly to running
economy. Unfortunately, the necessary equipment to measure
ankle moment during running was not available in the current
study.

Peak ankle moment and running economy were measured in
a recent study on midsole stiffness (Roy and Stefanyshyn, 2006).
In this study it was shown that running with a shoe with a stiffer
midsole was associated with increased peak ankle moment and
improved running economy. An underlying mechanism for this
improvement in running economy was not proposed by the
authors. Based on the results of the current study, we hypothesize
that the stiff midsole, which was associated with a significantly
higher peak ankle moment, resulted in an improvement in running
economy because of increased energy storage in the Achilles
tendon. Note that Roy and Stefanyshyn used two types of
alternative midsoles: ‘stiff’ and ‘stiffest’ (Roy and Stefanyshyn,
2006). Only the stiff midsole resulted in an improvement of
running economy compared with using a normal midsole, the
stiffest midsole did not. It is beyond the scope of this study to
speculate on possible causes for this.

Aside from the positive effect on running economy, a small
moment arm of the Achilles tendon may have less desirable
consequences. It has been shown that a high peak joint moment in
combination with a small moment arm of the tendon [a low effective
mechanical advantage (EMA)], compromises the safety factor of
the tendon (Biewener, 2005). The high tendon forces that occur due
to a small moment arm may increase the risk of tendon overuse or
rupture or trigger adaptations of the tendon that will enable it endure
higher peak loads but may cause it to be stiffer and, therefore, to
store less energy for the same submaximal force. This leads to two
questions: (1) do runners with small moment arms have different
tendon properties from runners with large moment arms and (2) do
interactions between moment arm and tendon properties affect the
proposed theoretical relationship between moment arm and running
economy?

The comparative literature suggests that there is little variation
in the tissue properties of tendons in different species so it is
unclear what kind of interactions, if any exist between joint
moment, moment arm length and the properties of the tendon
(Bennett et al., 1986; Pollock and Shadwick, 1994). However,
even if there is an inverse linear relationship between k and r,
which implies that the tendon is stiffer in subjects with smaller
moment arms, it is advantageous to have a small moment arm.
This is seen by multiplying k by r–1 in Eqn 6 and inserting into
Eqn 5, yielding E proportional to r–1.

In summary, this study has established a causal relationship
between the variation in running economy and the moment arm of
the Achilles tendon. Smaller moment arms are associated with better
running economy. This relationship was predicted based on a simple
musculoskeletal model of tendon energy storage and was confirmed
experimentally.
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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to determine what the human triceps surae does with the metabolic energy it consumes during 
stretch-shortening cycles. 

We investigated the metabolic and mechanic behavior of the triceps surae during ankle bouncing. Ankle bouncing is a tasks that 
involves only the triceps surae, so changes in muscle metabolic power could be estimated from changes in whole-body V̇O2, 
measured in five participants during normal standing, where triceps surae was at rest and during alternating single-leg ankle 
bouncing at two frequencies (120 and 150 bpm), where triceps surae was undergoing stretch-shortening cycles. We measured 
kinematics and ground reaction force to calculated ankle joint moment and power through inverse dynamics. From ankle joint 
moment, we estimated Achilles tendon force, and, modeling the tendon as a quadratic spring, elastic energy storage (tendon en-
ergy). Mechanical CE power was calculated as the difference between total joint power and rate of change of tendon energy. 
Only about one third (35 +/- 3 %) of the mean positive ankle power was done by CE, the rest was released from the tendon. Nev-
ertheless, the efficiency at which positive CE power was generated from metabolic power was 22 +/- 2%, which is close to the 
maximal efficiency of muscle. Differences in mean positive CE power (across subjects and between frequencies) correlated well 
with differences in rate of metabolic energy consumption (r2=0.92 , p<0.001). We concluded that during ankle bouncing triceps 
surae used metabolic energy mainly to generate mechanical CE work. 

Keywords: 

Mechanical, metabolic, work, energy, power, muscle, contractile element 

Introduction 

Why do muscles consume metabolic energy during locomo-
tion? Prior to the work of Taylor and Heglund (1982), it was 
generally assumed that most of the energy consumed by the 
muscles during constant speed level locomotion was used to 
generate mechanical work during active shortening, the effi-
ciency with which the muscles convert metabolic energy to 
perform mechanical work being on the order of 25% (Taylor 
and Heglund, 1982). This hypothesis will henceforth be 
referred to as the ‘cost of generating work’ hypothesis.  

Taylor and Heglund (1982) argued that if muscles 
used metabolic energy to perform mechanical work during 
locomotion, rate of mechanical work performed by the mus-
cles should change in parallel with rate of metabolic energy 
consumption. Large differences in rate of metabolic energy 
consumption per unit of body mass were found to occur 
within animals as a function of locomotion speed and be-

tween animals as a function of size. Hence, Taylor and He-
glund (1982) investigated whether these differences in rate 
of metabolic energy consumption per unit of body mass 
were paralleled by differences in rate of mechanical work 
performed by the muscles. In many movements (i.e. cycling, 
rowing, speed skating, swimming) muscles do work against 
the environment, and work done on the environment can be 
measured from the outside (van Ingen Schenau and 
Cavanagh, 1990). During constant speed level ground loco-
motion, however, most mechanical work done by the mus-
cles (if any) is either stored or dissipated inside the body 
(van Ingen Schenau and Cavanagh, 1990). Taylor and He-
glund (1982) tried to estimated mechanical muscle work 
from changes in the mechanical energy of the running ani-
mal, namely the kinetic and potential energy of the center of 
mass and kinetic energy of the body segments relative to the 
center of mass. They concluded that the intra- and inter-
individual differences in rate of mechanical work performed 
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per kg body mass were not proportional to differences in rate 
of metabolic energy consumption per kg body mass. Hence, 
they rejected the ‘cost of generating work’ hypothesis. In-
stead, they suggested that metabolic cost of locomotion is 
more closely related to the rate and magnitude of force gen-
eration and hence, they hypothesized that during locomo-
tion, most metabolic energy is used to generate force. This 
latter hypothesis has come to be known as the ‘cost of gener-
ating force’ hypothesis. 

Strong support for the ‘cost of generating force’ 
hypothesis was provided by Kram and Taylor (1990 ). Under 
the assumption that metabolic cost of generating force deter-
mines the metabolic cost of locomotion, they predicted that 
the metabolic cost of locomotion should be proportional to 
amplitude and rate of force generation. Over an integral 
number of movement cycles, average force and the average 
rate of force generation are proportional to body mass and 
ground contact time, respectively. And indeed, Kram and 
Taylor showed that for a wide range of animal species rate 
of metabolic energy consumption during terrestrial locomo-
tion at different velocities was proportional to body mass 
and ground contact time. 

However, the question why muscles use metabolic 
energy during locomotion is still far from settled (Griffin, 
2006). The method that Taylor and Heglund (1982) used to 
estimate mechanical power produced by the muscles during 
locomotion on the basis of changes in mechanical energy of 
the body, has been shown to depend critically on underlying 
assumptions regarding energy transfer and cost of negative 
work and is unlikely to yield valid results for running be-
cause it does not take into account elastic energy storage in 
tendons (van Ingen Schenau et al., 1990). Hence the rejec-
tion of the ‘cost of generating work’ hypothesis by Taylor 
and Heglund (1982) may have been premature.  Although 
Kram en Taylor (1990) found strong support for the ‘cost of 
generating force’ hypothesis, their work does not justify the 
rejection of the ‘cost of generating work’ hypothesis either, 
because they did not attempt to quantify mechanical muscle 
work. 

Testing the ‘cost of generating force’ hypothesis 
requires experimental data on mechanics and energetics at 
the level of the individual muscles involved in the move-
ment. The first data on the mechanics and energetics of se-
lected muscles involved in guinea fowl locomotion have 
recently become available. Using sonomicrometry, 
McGowan et al. (2006) measured the fascicle behavior of 
two major hind limb extensors of the guinea fowl during 
level running at 1.5 m/s. The two muscles were referred to 
as MG and ILPO. In a different study Ellerby and Marsh 

(2006) measured metabolic energy consumption of these and 
other  muscles at the same running speed. Mc Gowan et al. 
(2006) found, that active ILPO fascicles underwent consid-
erable length changes (dissipating and generating mechani-
cal work), while MG fascicles operated near isometrically 
(generating force). Ellerby and Marsh (2006) foin human 
muscles need to be overcome (Marsh and Ellerby, 2006und, 
that muscle mass specific blood flow (in ml/min/g) to IPLO 
was 30% higher than to MG. Even though this data suggests 
that muscles that generate mechanical work use more energy 
than muscles that generate force, it is too scarce to support 
or reject the ‘cost of generating force’ hypothesis. Not sur-
prisingly, the desire to understand how mechanical muscle 
work during walking and running relates to the metabolic 
energy consumed continues to motivate locomotion research 
today.  

To clarify the relationship between rate of meta-
bolic energy consumption and rate of mechanical work pro-
duced by the muscles during human running, valid estimates 
of both are required for each muscles involved in the move-
ment. Methodological limitations that prevent the direct 
measurement of mechanical work and metabolic energy 
consumption ) and muscle mechanical work must be quanti-
fied on the level of contractile elements (CEs). Mechanical 
CE work of individual muscles involved in a complex move-
ment can be estimated using a computational modeling ap-
proach, which takes into account the individual muscle ten-
don complexes involved in the movement and predicts 
forces and shortening velocities of the CEs of these muscles 
(van Ingen Schenau et al., 1990). In exceptional cases, 
namely if only one muscle is involved in the movement, 
muscle metabolic energy consumption can be estimated 
directly from changes in whole body metabolic energy con-
sumption (Poole et al., 1992).  

In the current study we investigated mechanics 
and energetics of human triceps surae during ankle bounc-
ing. While ankle bouncing is a task that involves only one 
muscle group, it retains key features of the stance phase of 
running such as repetitive stretch shortening cycles, energy 
storage in the Achilles tendon, which is most prominent 
tendon in the human leg and negligible net energy loss to the 
environment. To estimate rate of mechanical work produc-
tion of the triceps surae during ankle bouncing, we modeled 
the triceps surae as two Hill-type muscle tendon complexes 
(soleus (SOL) and gastrocnemius (GAS)), each consisting of 
a CE in series with a series elastic element (SE). CE forces 
and CE shortening velocities were derived from the meas-
ured ankle kinematics and kinetics and were used to calcu-
late CE mechanical work production. Rate of metabolic 
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Participants conducted one five minute trial for each experi-
mental condition. During ankle bouncing, participants were 
free to choose the bouncing amplitude, with frequency being 
dictated by a metronome. 120 bpm and 150 bpm were both 
comfortable bouncing frequencies (close to the preferred 
hopping frequency found by Farley et al. (1991)). We used 
two different frequencies of ankle bouncing in the hope that 
this would allow us to better differentiate between ‘cost of 
generating force’ and ‘cost of generating mechanical power’. 
The ‘cost of generating force’ hypothesis predicts that 

Table 1: Participant charactestics 

Methods and Materials 
 
Subjects: Five healthy volunteers (3 male, 2 female) partici-
pated in the present study after providing informed consent. 
The study was performed in accordance with the guidelines 
of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the eth-
ics committee of the Faculty of Human Movement Sciences, 
VU University Amsterdam. Participant characteristics are 
listed in table 1. 

Experimental protocol: The experimental conditions and 
the associated triceps surae behavior are described below. 

Baseline: Normal standing on two legs. Both tri-
ceps surae are at rest. 

Ankle bouncing: Ankle bouncing on one leg, with 
left and right leg taking turns. One triceps 
surae is undergoing stretch-shortening cycles. 
Ankle bouncing was divided in two fre-
quency conditions: 120 bpm and 150 bpm. 

Figure 1: Experimental setup. V ̇O2 represents the measure-
ment of metabolic power through indirect calorimetry, dark 
grey circles represents the kinematic markers, GRF repre-
sents ground reaction force vector. The dotted lines repre-
sent the triceps surae.  

 

energy consumption of the triceps surae during bouncing 
was estimated from changes in whole-body metabolic power 
consumption. 

We recruited a heterogeneous group of partici-
pants and used two bouncing frequencies in order to obtain 
both inter- and intra-individual variance in rate of metabolic 
energy consumption. In line with the approach of Taylor and 
Heglund (1982), we determined to what extent the variance 
in rate of metabolic energy consumption was accounted for 
by the variance in CE mechanical power production. Since 
CE mechanical power production and CE force generation 
are not independent (a muscle cannot produce mechanical 
work without generating force), we also considered the effi-
ciency with which positive CE mechanical work is generated 
from metabolic energy (CE mechanical efficiency). Based 
on a maximal CE mechanical efficiency in the order of 25% 
(Cavagna and Kaneko, 1977; De Haan et al., 1989) we ex-
pected to find a CE mechanical efficiency of 25% or less 
during ankle bouncing. Only if (1) there is a relationship 
between rate of metabolic energy consumption and CE me-
chanical power production and (2) CE mechanical efficiency 
is high (i.e. in the order of 25%), it can be concluded that the 
metabolic energy consumed by the triceps surae during in 
vivo stretch-shortening cycles is used mainly in order to 
generate mechanical work. If the mechanical efficiency is 
low and/or there is no relationship between rate of metabolic 
energy consumption and mechanical power production, the 
‘cost of generating force’ hypothesis is supported, for the 
arguments provided by Taylor and Heglund (1982). 

Participant Sex Age 

(years) 

Body mass 

(kg) 

Height 

(m) 

1 F 25 73 1.68 

2 M 24 80 1.93 

 3 M 28 87 1.83 

4 M 29 72 1.87 

5 F 28 57 1.63 
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bouncing at higher frequency is associated with higher meta-
bolic cost because it is associated with a higher rate of force 
development at equal mean force. According to the ‘cost of 
generating work’ hypothesis, either bouncing frequency can 
be more metabolically expensive, depending on the CE me-
chanical work rate that is associated with the chosen ampli-
tude.   

During one-legged ankle bouncing, participants were asked 
to switch between legs before the onset of discomfort due to 
muscle fatigue. This way they were able to sustain the task 
for 5 minutes and reach steady state oxygen consumption 
(see below: measurement and analysis). Subjects were in-
structed to: 

(1) place the forefoot of the stance leg on a wooden block to 
provide ground clearance at the heel of the stance leg and the 
toes of the non-active leg, (2) keep the knees and hips of the 
stance leg fully extended, (3) relax the non-active leg, (4) 
maintain ground contact with the stance leg at all times and 
(5) avoid collisions between heel of the stance leg and 
ground. 

The experimental setup is shown in figure 1. Subjects were 
allowed to touch a bar in front of them with their fingertips 
for stabilization. 

Measurement and analysis: During each task, whole-body 
V ̇O2 was measured breath by breath using an Oxycon Alpha 
(Jaeger, Germany). Whole body metabolic power was calcu-
lated from V ̇O2 using Eqn. A11 in Truijens et al. (2003), and 
was averaged over the last minute of each trial.  

Ground reaction force and its point of application were 
measured with a force plate (Kistler 9865B, Kistler Instru-
mente AG, Winterthur, Switzerland) and sampled at 200 Hz. 
Kinematics of body segments were measured synchronously 
and were also sampled at 200 Hz (Optotrak 3020, Northern 
Digital Inc., Waterloo, Ontario, Canada). Active markers 
were placed on the following anatomical landmarks on both 
sides of the body: metatarsophalangeal joint V (base of the 
small toe), malleolus lateralis, caput fibulae, trochanter ma-
jor, and neck (at the height of C4). We estimated the inertial 
properties of the segments (Winter, 1979 ), and conducted 
an inverse dynamic analysis based on the recorded kinemat-
ics and kinetics to calculate net ankle joint moment, power 
and work for about 10 complete bouncing cycles for each 
condition and each subject. From the dynamics and kinemat-
ics of the ankle, we calculated the behavior of triceps surae. 

Triceps surae model: A muscle-tendon model was used to 
estimate the behavior of triceps surae during ankle bouncing. 
Triceps surae was modeled as two MTCs in parallel, soleus 

(SOL) and gastrocnemius (GAS). These MTCs, described in 
detail by van Soest and Bobbert (1993 ) as components of a 
larger musculoskeletal model, consisted of a CE in series 
with an SE, representing the Achilles tendon and its aponeu-
rosis. Each MTC was specified by three physiological pa-
rameters: maximal isometric force (Fmax), optimum CE 
length (Lceopt) and slack length of SE (Lslack), and three pa-
rameters (A0, A1 and A2) describing the second order rela-
tionship between ankle joint angle and MTC length (Grieve 
et al., 1978 ), with this relationship by definition also speci-
fying moment arm as a function of joint angle. The muscu-
loskeletal model of van Soest and Bobbert (1993 ) repre-
sented a male subject with body mass of 82 kg and a height 
of 1.93 m. To obtain a parameterization of SOL and GAS 
fitting the participants in the current study, we scaled the six 
parameters of each MTC geometrically to the height of each 
participant. All parameters changed linearly with height, 
except for Fmax, which changed quadratically with height. 

Calculation of CE mechanical power: We assumed that 
triceps surae was fully responsible for the measured ankle 
moment and ankle power. The force in the Achilles tendon 
(FAT) was estimated by dividing ankle moment by the mo-
ment arm of the Achilles tendon at the ankle. FAT and was 
distributed over SOL and GAS in proportion to their muscle 
physiological cross sectional area, and hence in proportion 
to their maximal isometric force: force of SOL (Fsol) was 
two thirds of FAT, force of GAS (Fgas) was one third of FAT 

(Out et al., 1996). The exact proportion used for load sharing 
between the two MTCs was not critical to the results of the 
current study, because ultimately the amount of energy 
stored in SE is similar at a given FAT, whether it is distrib-
uted evenly or unevenly over SOL and GAS. Length 
changes of SE and CE were calculated as follows: SE length 
was calculated from the force-length relationship of SE, 
given by the following equations (van Soest and Bobbert, 
1993 ): 

Fse = kse (Lse-Lslack)2  (1) 

where Fse is force on SE (Fsol and Fgas, respectively), Lse is  
length of SE, Lslack  is rest length of SE and kse is stiffness of 
SE, which was calculated according to: 

kse = Fmax/(umax*Lslack)2 (2) 

were umax is strain of the tendon at Fmax relative to Lslack , 
which was set to 4% (Rosager et al., 2002; van Soest et al., 
2005). Length of CE was calculated as the difference be-
tween MTC length and Lse. CE mechanical power was cal-
culated by multiplying CE force and CE velocity (the time 
derivative of CE length) for SOL and GAS, respectively, 
and was summed to obtain total CE power. Total CE power 
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fluctuated between negative and positive values (with a 
mean of zero). Mean positive CE power was calculated by 
averaging all positive CE power values.  

 
Statistics: We calculated the statistical relationships be-
tween on one hand metabolic power during bouncing and on 
the other hand mean positive ankle power, peak FAT and 
mean positive CE power, respectively, by determining Pear-
son’s correlation coefficients. To correct for covariance 
between these variables we used partial correlation analysis 
(Draper and Smith, 1981). CE mechanical efficiency for the 
entire data set was calculated as the slope of the trend line 
that best described the relationship between metabolic power 
per unit of body mass and mean positive CE power per unit 
of body mass. CE mechanical efficiency was also calculated 
for each individual participant and ankle bouncing trial as 
the ratio between CE mechanical power and the difference in 
metabolic power between baseline and bouncing. 
 
Results 

Whole-body metabolic power, as calculated from V̇O2 in the 
last minute of each experimental task, is given in table 2 for 
each subject. During bouncing, a steady state in metabolic 
oxygen consumption was attained after approximately 3 
minutes. As expected, metabolic power was higher during 
bouncing conditions than during normal standing. In two 
participants metabolic power was highest at 150 bpm, in two 
others it was highest at 120 bpm, and in one it was almost 
the same at both bouncing frequencies. Hence, higher 
bouncing frequency was not consistently related to higher 
metabolic cost.  

Mechanical ankle power for a representative trial is shown 
in figure 3, along with rate of change of mechanical energy 
of the body (calculated as proposed by Taylor and Heglund, 
1982). During ankle bouncing, ankle power practically coin-
cided with rate of change of mechanical energy of the body. 
Mean positive ankle power was calculated by averaging all 
positive ankle power values and is presented in table 3 for 
all participants. Unlike Taylor and Heglund (1982), we 
found a statistically significant positive correlation between 
mean positive ankle power and metabolic power during 
bouncing (r = 0.95, p<0.001). 

Figure 4 shows ankle moment and FAT for a representative 
trial. Peak FAT (averaged over 10 peaks) is reported in table 
4 for all participants. The correlation between mean peak 
FAT and metabolic power during bouncing was 0.82 
(p<0.05).   

Figure 5 shows mechanical CE power for a representative 

trial. Mean positive CE power for all participants is pre-
sented in table 5 for all participants. The correlation between 
mean positive CE power and metabolic power during bounc-
ing was 0.98 (p<0.001).  

From the three variables reported above, mean positive CE 
power correlated best (r = 0.98) with metabolic power dur-
ing bouncing. However, mean positive ankle power and 
peak FAT also correlated strongly (r-values of 0.95 and 0.82, 
respectively) with metabolic power during bouncing. To 
investigate whether any of these correlations could be attrib-
uted to covariance with one of the other variables, we calcu-
lated partial correlations. The correlation between mean 
positive CE power and metabolic power during bouncing 
remained significant after correcting for covariance with 
mean positive ankle power or peak FAT (r=0.81 and r =0.96 
respectively, p<0.01). The correlations between mean ankle 
power and metabolic power during bouncing and between 
peak FAT  and metabolic power during bouncing were no 
longer significant after correcting for covariance with mean 
positive CE power (r= 0.07 and r =0.45, respectively, 
p>0.1). 

The relationship between metabolic power per kg body mass 
and mean positive CE power per kg body mass, including 
baseline, is shown in figure 6. The slope of the trend line 
that best describes this relationship, i.e. the CE mechanical 
efficiency for the entire data set, was 0.22. Given the good 
fit, it is not surprising that CE mechanical efficiency was 
similar for individual trials, with a mean and standard devia-
tion of  0.22 +/- 0.02.  

Participant Baseline 120bpm 150bpm 

1 112 208 220 

2 115 259 266 
3 121 296 277 

4 94 193 172 
5 84 198 195 

Table 2: Metabolic energy consumption (in W) during nor-
mal standing (baseline) and ankle bouncing (at 120 bpm and 
150 bpm). 
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Table 3: mean positive ankle power (in W) during ankle 
bouncing, calculated with the help of the muscle-tendon 
model. 

Participant 120bpm 150bpm 
1 59 88 
2 87 102 
3 110 120 
4 55 51 
5 58 58 

Figure 2: Stick figure representation of kinematics and ground reaction force records for two cycles of bouncing at 120BPM 
(subject 1) Arrow indicates the ground reaction force vector, plotted with its origin at the center of pressure. X is the center of 
mass of the whole body.  

Participant 120bpm 150bpm 

1 2439 +/- 125 2809 +/- 86 * 

2 3029 +/- 83 3386 +/- 88 * 

3 3323 +/- 112 3384 +/- 68 

4 2414 +/- 46 2633 +/- 102 * 

5 1813 +/- 30 1777 +/- 45 

* significant difference between 120 bpm and 150 bpm in 
paired t-test, p<0.05 

Table 4: Peak Achilles tendon force (in N) during ankle 
bouncing calculated from ankle moment. Mean +/- standard 
deviation for the selected bouncing cycles. 
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Figure 3: Ankle power (solid) and rate of change of mechanical energy of the body (dotted), as a function of time, for participant 
1 bouncing at 120 bpm.  
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Figure 4: Time histories of ankle moment (top) calculated using inverse dynamics, and Achilles tendon force (bottom) calculated 
from ankle moment for participant 1 bouncing at 120 bpm.  

Figure 5: CE mechanical power as a function of time for participant 1 bouncing at 120 bpm, calculated using the muscle-tendon 
model.  
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Figure 6: Mean positive CE power per kg body mass, calculated using the muscle-tendon model against metabolic power per kg 
body mass, baseline included.    

Participant 120bpm 150bpm 

1 22 27 
2 32 32 
3 41 39 
4 21 17 
5 23 22 

Table 5: mean positive CE power (in Watt) during ankle 
bouncing, calculated using the muscle-tendon model.  

Discussion 

In this study, we estimated metabolic power and mechanical 
power of triceps surae during in vivo stretch shortening cy-
cles. It was found that whole body metabolic power during 
bouncing was more than twice that of normal standing. 
Across participants and regardless of bouncing frequency, 
the increase in metabolic power was proportional to the 
increase in mechanical CE power. Mechanical CE power 
was generated from metabolic power with a CE mechanical 
efficiency of 22%.  

Based on the results of the current study we conclude that 
the cost of generating CE mechanical power dominates the 
metabolic cost of stretch shortening cycles of triceps surae, 
even though CEs only produced about one third of the mean 
positive mechanical power released at the ankle. The re-
maining ankle power was accounted for by SE energy stor-
age and release.  

The validity of these conclusions depends on the validity of 
the estimates of metabolic and mechanical power of triceps 
surae used in the current study. Below, we will discuss to 
what extent changes in whole-body metabolic power can be 
attributed to the metabolic power of triceps surae. Then we 
will discuss possible limitations in estimating mechanical 
CE power using a musculoskeletal modeling approach. Fi-
nally, we will place some general remarks on separating the 
metabolic cost of muscle action into cost of generating force 
and cost of generating mechanical power.  

In the current study, it was assumed that changes in whole 
body metabolic power consumption from baseline to bounc-
ing can be fully attributed to changes in triceps surae meta-
bolic power consumption, so changes in metabolic energy 
consumption by processes other than triceps surae activity 
were assumed to be negligible. Furthermore, it was assumed 
that the metabolic cost of dissipating mechanical energy in 
eccentric CE-actions was negligible compared to the meta-
bolic cost of generating positive power. This means, that we 
overestimated the metabolic power available to generate CE 
power. However, Poole et al. (1992) showed that neglecting 
changes in metabolic processes other than muscle activity is 
an adequate assumption for a wide range of leg exercise 
intensities. Dudley et al. (1991) showed that metabolic cost 
of resistance training involving concentric and eccentric 
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actions was not significantly higher than the metabolic cost 
of a similar resistance training involving concentric actions 
only. Hence, neglecting the metabolic cost of negative 
power and other processes in the body, means that the meta-
bolic power available to generate mechanical power was 
only slightly overestimated.  

The mechanical CE power of triceps surae was estimated by 
inferring muscle-tendon behavior from ankle kinematics and 
dynamics. Basically, we estimated the energy content of the 
Achilles tendon at every point in time. CE power was simply 
the fraction of positive or negative mechanical power at the 
ankle, which was not released or stored by the tendon. 
Therefore, our estimate of CE power depends most critically 
on tendon force and assumptions regarding the mechanical 
properties of the tendon. Tendon force was calculated from 
ankle moment. The mechanical properties of the tendon, 
namely tendon slack length and tendon stiffness, were ob-
tained from van Soest et al. (1993). Tendon slack length was 
scaled to the height of the participants in the current study. 
The amount of strain at maximal isometric muscle force was 
set to 0.04 times tendon slack length, which was used to 
calculate tendon stiffness. Experimental data based on ultra-
sound measurement confirmed that this value is adequate for 
the Achilles tendon, especially in well-trained runners 
(Rosager et al., 2002). In non-runners, there was a non-
significant trend for slightly larger strain at maximal isomet-
ric force, on the order of 5% of tendon slack length (Rosager 
et al., 2002). The participants in the current study were 
physically active in various sports, only one reported to be a 
runner. Therefore, tendon stiffness might have been slightly 
overestimated in the current study and CE power might have 
been slightly overestimated (since a more compliant tendon 
would have stored and released more energy).  

Hence, in the current study both, the estimates of metabolic 
power and mechanical CE power of triceps surae could be 
slightly higher than the actual metabolic and mechanical 
power of triceps surae. However, since both estimates are 
offset in the same direction (too high), mechanical effi-
ciency, the ratio of mechanical and metabolic power, will be 
quite robust, despite our absloute estimates being slightly off 
target. The high mechanical efficiency found in the current 
study was one of the main reasons to conclude that the tri-
ceps surae uses metabolic power mainly to generate me-
chanical power. 

Finally, we would like to place some general remarks on 
separating the metabolic cost of muscle action into cost of 
generating force and cost of generating mechanical power.  
No power can be generated without force, so there must be 
an overlap between cost of generating force and cost of gen-

erating power. Metabolic energy consumed by a muscle is 
converted to heat (in isometric or eccentric contractions) or 
heat plus work (in concentric contractions). The efficiency at 
which a CE can generate mechanical work during concentric 
contractions has been shown to be on the order of 25%, 
which means that 75% of the metabolic energy is lost as heat 
in the process of generating mechanical work. The fraction 
of metabolic power that is lost as heat when the CE gener-
ates mechanical power can be referred to as cost of generat-
ing mechanical power, but in part this cost arises because the 
muscle has to generate force in order to generate power. So 
part of the heat production during concentric contractions is 
actually due to cost of generating force. If more than 1/3 of 
the heat production during a concentric contraction can be 
attributed cost of generating force, one could even argue that 
cost of generating force dominates the metabolic cost of 
generating mechanical power. The term ‘cost of generating 
force’ does not specify whether force is generated with or 
without mechanical power; hence, it does not seem to be a 
suitable term in the context of linking metabolic and me-
chanical behavior of individual muscles. It will be more 
informative to link muscle metabolic and mechanical behav-
ior in terms of CE mechanical efficiency: the fraction of 
metabolic power consumed by the muscle that is converted 
into positive mechanical CE power.  

The high CE mechanical efficiency found during ankle 
bouncing indicates that, despite the fact that most positive 
mechanical power released at the ankle is released by the 
Achilles tendon, the metabolic power used by the triceps 
surae is mainly used to generate positive mechanical CE 
power.  
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                                                                      Epilogue 

A conceptual framework for linking energetics and mechanics in a musculoskeletal system during various 

activities was provided in the Introduction (figure I.1). As illustrated, the link between the chemical energy used and 

the mechanical work done to accomplish a certain task is not straightforward. Energy pathways running in and 

out of the musculoskeletal system diverge, intersect and merge with each other. The relevance of different 

pathways varies from task to task. 

In explosive tasks, like maximal jumping, the energetic goal is to maximize the amount of ‘useful’ 

mechanical work. This can be achieved in two ways: (1) maximizing the mechanical work to the environment (i.e. 

delivering more muscle CE work), and (2) maximizing the fraction of mechanical work to the environment that is 

transformed into ‘useful’ mechanical work (i.e. better usage of available energy resources, better efficacy).  As the 

duration of explosive tasks is inherently short, it is not necessary to economize on chemical power input. This is not 

true for tasks in which a certain level of power input needs to be maintained over time, such as cyclic tasks. In cyclic 

tasks, an action is conducted over and over, potentially for a long time. Hence, premature energy depletion must be 

avoided. Mechanical efficiency, the fraction of chemical power converted into mechanical power (the latter referring 

to mechanical CE power in a thermodynamically consistent definition of mechanical efficiency) is therefore a key 

concept in most cyclic tasks. For many cyclic tasks in which muscle-tendon complexes are active while shortening 

and inactive while lengthening (i.e. swimming, cycling, ice skating), mechanical CE power can be approximated by 

measuring the mechanical power exerted on the environment. Not so for running. In running, muscle-tendon 

complexes are active during both shortening and lengthening (during so-called stretch-shortening cycles). They not 

only generate power, but also absorb power. Mechanical power that leaves the system (i.e. as an increase in potential 

energy) can re-enter the system either to be dissipated as heat or to be stored in tendons. Hence, in running 

mechanical power exerted on the environment may say little to nothing about mechanical CE power.  

When faced with the set of energy terms in figure I.1, which are connected and depend on each other in 

various ways (like different species in an ecosystem or different companies in an economy) and only few are 

accessible to measurement, it is often a good strategy to formulate a model that captures the essence of the system in 

order to fill in the blanks. In a model, the relationships between variables are defined and every effect can be linked 

to a cause, without the need for statistics. The greatest challenge is to capture the essence of the system… 
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All four studies presented in this thesis rely on a modeling approach, on a collection of assumptions and 

their implications. And each study, in its own way, deals with the validity of these assumptions and the explanatory 

value of the model built on those assumptions. 

The study presented in Chapter 1 examined whether jump height depends on size. Under the assumption of 

geometric similarity, jump height, defined as the height gained by the center of mass in the airborne phase, does 

depend on size, putting small jumpers at an advantage. With the same amount of mass-specific muscle work, small 

jumpers can attain a higher take-off velocity because they require relatively less energy to raise their center of mass 

during the push-off. This refutes ‘Borelli’s’ law, which stipulates that take-off velocity is scale independent in 

geometrically similar animals and thus accounts for the fact that there is an apparent bias towards small jumpers in 

nature (i.e. insects). Obviously, the assumption of geometric similarity does not apply to real small and large animals 

and empirical evidence shows that small animals do not consistently jump higher than large animals. In nature, the 

better efficacy of small jumpers manifests itself in a decrease of jumping muscle mass in relation to body mass 

The study presented in Chapter 2 links musculoskeletal properties to jumping performance. A more 

elaborate jumping model than in the previous study was formulated to investigate why bonobos can jump so high. 

Based on this model and measurements of ground reaction forces and jumping kinematics, it was shown that the 

absolute mechanical output (work and power) of the bonobo during the push-off was comparable to the work and 

power output that a human can produce during the push off. However, a bonobo is much smaller than a human, so 

the muscle mass involved in bonobo jumping is considerably smaller than the muscle mass involved in human 

jumping. Based on the assumption that the bonobo jumping power can be attributed to the hind limb extensor 

muscles, it was concluded that the bonobo generated about twice the amount of work and power per unit of muscle 

mass compared to humans. The assumption that the hindlimb muscles and not trunk extension powered the bonobo

 jump was validated by testing the rigid segment assumption. In addition, it was suggested that bonobo muscles 

can generate more work and power per unit of muscle mass than human muscles because they can sustain a higher 

force per unit of cross sectional area. 

The next two studies presented in this thesis were about running. In Chapter 3, it was shown that a tendon 

can store and release more energy during a given movement if it has a shorter moment arm with respect to the joint it 

crosses. This was illustrated in a simple musculoskeletal model. To validate the model, we studied Achilles tendon 
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moment arm in a group of highly trained runners. In agreement with the model, it was found that more economic 

runners generally had shorter moment arms of their Achilles tendon. 

The idea that both metabolic energy consumption and mechanical energy production of CE decrease when 

more energy is stored and released by tendons implies that the metabolic energy consumed by the muscles during 

running is associated with the generation of mechanical work by CE. This is an important implication, since the link 

between metabolic energy consumption and mechanical behavior of muscles during legged locomotion is still 

poorly understood (Roberts, 2005) and it has been suggested that CE may not do much work at all (Kram, 2000 ). 

The study reported in Chapter 4 examined the link between metabolic energy consumption and mechanical 

behavior of muscles during in vivo stretch-shortening cycles of the triceps surae. It was shown that most energy 

released by the muscle tendon unit during stretch shortening cycles was energy previously stored in the tendon. 

However, the tendon does not account for all energy released by the muscle tendon unit. Under the assumption that 

mechanical efficiency of CE is on the order of 25%, mechanical work generated by CE accounts for the bulk of 

metabolic energy consumed by the muscle. It was concluded that during locomotion, muscles convert metabolic 

energy into mechanical energy and act as motors, just like in other endurance activities like cycling or swimming. 

 

Future directions 

Directly measuring all the energy terms listed in figure I.1 is currently impossible, mainly for practical 

reasons (see chapter 4). So at least for the foreseeable future, we have to rely on musculoskeletal models to fill in the 

full energetic picture of human movement. Musculoskeletal models driven by cross-bridge-type muscle models 

(Huxley, 1957) seem particularly suitable for this purpose, because energy utilization of the muscle can be directly 

estimated from cross-bridge kinetics. However, cross-bridge based muscle models are more difficult to parameterize 

than the more commonly used Hill-type muscle model (Zahalak, 1990). For musculoskeletal models driven by Hill-

type muscle models, several phenomenological approaches have been proposed to estimate muscle energy 

consumption (Bhargava et al., 2004; Houdijk et al., 2006; Lichtwark and Wilson, 2005; Umberger et al., 2003). For 

the time being, such approaches are the most advanced way to estimate both muscle metabolic energy consumption 

and muscle mechanical behavior on the level of individual muscles during complex movements. However, there is 
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still uncertainty in the estimation of parameter values, which makes these modeling approaches an easy target when 

it comes to questioning underlying assumptions. 

One assumption that seems questionable in most musculoskeletal models is that, in a muscle, CE can only 

exert force on its SE. Our muscle fibers are surrounded by connective tissue and it has been shown that they can 

exert force on the SE of other muscles, even antagonists, through myofascial force transmission (Meijer et al., 

2007). Considering the amount of attention that has been raised for myofascial force transmission, the question may 

be posed why this aspect has not been incorporated in state-of-the-art musculoskeletal models. One reason is that,

at present, incorporating a large scale network of myofascial fore transmission pathways still presents a major 

computational challenge. Somewhat to the relief of many modelers of whole body movement, a recent study has 

shown that myofascial force transmission does not play a crucial role in the functional range of muscle shortening 

and lengthening (Maas and Sandercock, 2008).  

Finally, the studies presented in this thesis gave rise to an array of questions that could function as starting 

points for future research endeavors. Prominent among those are the following: 

What is the mechanism behind the high mechanical output of bonobo muscle?  Were the early ancestors of 

man capable of generating similarly high mechanical muscle output? Can modern humans with muscle deficiencies 

benefit from knowledge about the (molecular) mechanisms/properties underlying high mechanical output in bonobo 

muscles? 

Why not simply analyze bonono muscle tissue, as well as muscle tissue of other great apes, in terms of 

force-velocity characteristics etc.? Due to legal restrictions it is not possible to obtain healthy bonobo muscle tissue 

for research purposes. The bonobo is a species on the verge of extinction and taking muscle biopsies from a living 

subject is an invasive procedure.  Although the risk of taking biopsies is minimal (in fact, muscle biopsies are 

routinely taken in human muscle research), the current European laws on animal experiments do not allow any 

invasive procedures in living bonobos, chimps or any other great ape.  

Questions also arise from Chapters 3 and 4: If muscles are used as motors during locomotion, why generate 

work that is subsequently dissipated in eccentric contractions? Can energy generation and dissipation by the muscles 

not be avoided because it is too difficult for our nervous system to actuate a muscle to exactly match tendon force? 
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Are there conflicting demands on the tendon because it is not only involved in energy storage and return but also in 

position control? Accurate position control requires a stiff tendon, so that the joint position changes as soon at the 

muscle shortens and muscle spindle information becomes a reliable source of kinematics. Tendon energy storage, 

however, is better in a compliant tendon. 

 

Fortunately it is not a disgrace to end a thesis with more questions than answers. 

“Advances are made by answering questions. Discoveries are made by questioning answers.” 

-- Bernhard Haisch, astrophysicist 

 

 

And the solution to most problems?  

jump and run 
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Springen en rennen 

Energetica en mechanica van explosieve en cyclische bewegingen 

 

Dit proefschrift gaat over springen en rennen. Over vlooien, apen, Afrikaanse voeten en kuitspieren. 

Vlooien en apen zijn goede springers, maar waarom? 

Het eerste onderzoek in dit proefschrift laat zien dat springers efficiënter met hun energie om kunnen gaan 

naarmate ze kleiner zijn. Kleine springers hoeven relatief minder energie te besteden aan het optillen van hun 

lichaamszwaartepunt voordat ze de lucht in gaan dan grote springers. Vlooien hebben hier voordeel bij. 

Het volgende onderzoek richt zich op de sprongen van apen. Het blijkt dat een bonobo aap twee maal zo 

hoog kan springen als een mens, terwijl de benen van een bonobo veel minder gespierd zijn dan die van een mens. 

Het is echter niet de techniek van de bonobo die deze prestatie kan verklaren. De analyse laat zien dat de meeste 

arbeid die de bonobo levert tijdens de afzet geleverd wordt door de benen. Hoe kan de bonobo zo veel arbeid leveren 

met zo weinig spiermassa? Deze vraag is vooralsnog niet beantwoord, maar er zijn aanwijzingen dat bonobo spieren 

een stuk sterker zijn dan de spieren van de mens. 

De tweede helft van het proefschrift gaat over rennen. Iedereen wordt daar moe van, maar de een veel meer 

dan de ander. Hoe komt het dat sommige mensen minder energie per kg lichaamsgewicht nodig hebben om op een 

bepaalde snelheid te rennen dan anderen? 

Het derde onderzoek in dit proefschrift toont aan dat dit voor een belangrijk deel verklaard wordt door de 

ligging van de Achillespees. De Achillespees werkt tijdens rennen als een veer. De energie die tijdens de landing 

in de Achillespees wordt opgeslagen kan de renner gratis gebruiken tijdens de afzet. Dus hoe meer energie de renner 

op die manier kan opslaan en hergebruiken, des te minder extra energie heeft hij/ zij nodig om te rennen. Simulaties 

met een biomechanisch model laten zien dat de Achillespees tijdens dezelfde beweging meer energie kan opslaan 

naarmate de pees dichter langs de enkel loopt. En deze modelvoorspelling bleek experimenteel bevestigd te kunnen 
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worden: renners bij wie de Achillespees dicht langs de enkel loopt hebben doorgaans minder energie nodig om te 

rennen. 

Het laatste onderzoek gaat over de vraag waarom we überhaupt energie nodig hebben om te rennen. 

Kunnen we niet gewoon alle energie in pezen opslaan en hergebruiken en zodoende rennen zonder moe te worden? 

Helaas niet... het blijkt dat zelfs bij een simpele taak als op-en-neer-hoppen het energieverbruik veel hoger is dan in 

rust. De energie wordt vermoedelijk gebruikt om de kuitspier tijdens het op-en-neer-hoppen arbeid te laten leveren, 

die vervolgens omgezet wordt in warmte. De menselijke Achillespees lijkt te stijf om verlenging en verkorting van, 

en daarmee energieverbruik door, de actieve kuitspier tijdens hoppen te kunnen voorkomen. Waarom is onze 

Achillespees dan niet minder stijf? Misschien omdat we met onze stijvere Achillespess de positie van onze voet 

beter kunnen controleren. 
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                                                             Dankwoord 

 

Maarten, Knoek, deze pagina is van jullie! 

De laatste pagina van mijn proefschrift… een proefschrift dat er zonder jullie niet geweest zou zijn. 

Een tastbaar bewijs van de tijd dat ik jullie mijn begeleiders mocht noemen. 

Bedankt dat jullie mij lieten proeven hoe het voelt om een onderzoeker te zijn! Dat ik mocht zoeken en graven en 

stoeien en vragen, vallen en opstaan totdat ik iets snapte! Heerlijk!!  

Denken om te snappen...  het is een bepaalde state-of-mind en het is jullie natuur. Geweldig om te zien hoe 

jullie een vraag te lijf gaan. Regelmatig denk ik “wat zouden Maarten en Knoek hiervan denken”… zo neem ik jullie 

overal mee naartoe… mijn twee goede gewetens, niet alleen in zake wetenschap…  

Naast mij zijn er velen die graag met jullie samen werken. Jullie hebben een netwerk van geweldige 

mensen om jullie heen. Op die manier was het mogelijk om voor elke uitdaging de juiste persoon te vinden om mee 

samen te werken.   

Sommige van deze mensen komt eeuwige roem toe, i.e.  als co-auteur van een artikel. Anderen moeten het 

doen met een acknowledgement of helemaal niks, in ieder geval niet op papier. Ik zie ervan af om hier iedereen te 

noemen die dank toekomt. Het proefschrift moet af en mijn dank is te groot... zelfs aan degenen die hun best hebben 

gedaan om het proefschrift te saboteren door mijn aandacht af te leiden  (naast mijn roomies en mijn eigen 

begeleiders hebben zich hier gelukkig veel mensen aan schuldig gemaakt...).  In het persoonlijk betuigen van mijn 

dankbaarheid ben en was ik hopelijk nooit te zuinig.  

En nu de uitzondering op de regel en een waargebeurd verhaal: Ik was eens op bezoek bij een groep 

onderzoekers in Birmingham, Alabama en vertelde over het ‘soort werk wat wij/ jullie doen’. Ik liet simulaties zien 

van allerlei taken... springen, fietsen, roeien... de aanwezigen waren zwaar onder de indruk en wilden weten wat je 

nodig hebt om dit soort onderzoek te kunnen doen. Bewegingsvergelijkingen, kracht-lengte en kracht-

snelheidsrelatie van spieren, excitatie dynamica, activatie dynamica, optimalisatie algoritme was mijn antwoord.  

‘Ja’, zeiden ze, ‘maar wat heb je daarvoor dan nodig??’ Na eindeloos doorvragen kwamen zij erachter... voor goed 
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simulatieonderzoek heb je eigenlijk maar een ding nodig.... een Richard! Tja..., en die hebben we alleen in 

Amsterdam...  

Bedankt Richard, voor de eindeloze optimalisaties die we nodig hadden om in te zien dat we een veel 

simpeler model nodig hadden. Ik ben nog steeds van plan om jou ooit voor de geweldige bonobo sprong  de 

verdiende erkenning te laten toekomen in de vorm van een co-auteurschap van een artikel.  

Ik hoop  dat ik een aantal proefschriften hieronder mag voorzien van een persoonlijk dankwoord!  
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